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1 Zusammenfassung 

Das Glioblastom (GBM) WHO Grad 4 ist der bösartigste und häufigste primäre Hirntumor mit einer 

Gesamtüberlebensrate von 9,8 % nach fünf Jahren. Praktisch jedes Mal scheitert die 

Standardbehandlung bestehend aus Operation und Radio- und Chemotherapie mit Temozolomid 

(TMZ), und der Tumor entwickelt sich weiter, bildet Resistenzmechanismen aus und kehrt in Form 

eines Rezidivs zurück. Daher ist es von entscheidender Bedeutung, das Forschungsfeld 

auszuweiten, um diese Mechanismen besser zu verstehen, den Tumor tiefer zu klassifizieren, 

kombinatorische Biomarker zu erstellen und neue therapeutische Ansätze zur Überwindung der 

Therapieresistenzen zu entwickeln. 

Die hier aufgeführte erste Veröffentlichung thematisiert TMZ-Resistenzmechanismen, die auf dem 

veränderten Stoffwechsel des Tumors und der pH-Wert Regulierung beruhen. Die Carboanhydrase 

2 (CA2) wurde zuvor als konsistent und signifikant hochreguliert in rezidiviertem GBM-Gewebe und 

in TMZ-resistenten GBM-Stammzellen (GSZs) beschrieben. In CA2-hochexprimiertenden GBM-

Zelllinien, die durch CRISPR/Cas9 induziert wurden, konnte ein erhöhter Sauerstoffverbrauch und 

eine erhöhte extrazelluläre Ansäuerung festgestellt werden. Diese Beobachtung ergibt sich aus der 

bekannten Funktion des Protonenaustauschers CA2, die aerobe Glykolyse (Warburg Effekt) und 

den Protonenausstoß mit voranzutreiben. Dies führt zu einem niedrigen extrazellulären pH-Wert 

und zu einer pro-invasiven und pro-entzündlichen Tumormikroumgebung. Der pan-CA Inhibitor 

Acetazolamid (ACZ) unterdrückte den Sauerstoffverbrauch und die extrazelluläre Übersäuerung 

effizienter als der selektivere CA2-Inhibitor Brinzolamid (BRZ) in CA2-überexprimierenden GBM-

Zellen, was auf die entscheidende Rolle zusätzlicher CA-Isoenzyme hinweist, die zur pH-Regulierung 

und damit zum Warburg-Effekt beitragen. Im Gegensatz dazu reduzierte BRZ die Infiltrationsrate 

effizienter und verstärkte die TMZ-induzierte und Zelltod-vermittelnde Autophagie in CA2-

überexprimierenden Zellen sowie in hoch CA2-exprimierenden und in TMZ-resistenten GSZ 

deutlicher. Diese Daten deuten darauf hin, dass eine BRZ-induzierte pH-Wert-Verschiebung auf ein 

physiologisches Niveau die TMZ-Behandlung optimieren könnte. 

In einem weiteren Manuskript wurden die Signalwege, die zur Tumorprogression und 

Resistenzentwicklung beitragen, auf den Einfluss der Disintegrin- und Metalloproteinase 8 

(ADAM8) untersucht. Neben seiner Fähigkeit, extrazelluläre Matrixproteine zu spalten und dadurch 

die Tumormikroumgebung mitzugestalten, kann ADAM8 als Multidomänenenzym an Integrine 

binden und so verschiedene Signalwege modulieren. Hier wurde untersucht, wie ADAM8 die 

microRNA (miRNA) Expressionsprofile durch intra- und extrazellulare Signalübertragung reguliert. 

Beim Vergleich von GBM-Zellen mit endogener ADAM8 Expression zu CRISPR/Cas9 induziertem 

Verlust der ADAM8 Expression wurden mehrere dysregulierte miRNAs identifiziert. Die Expression 

des Tumorsuppressors miR-181a-5p war in Zellen mit fehlender ADAM8 Expression hochreguliert. 

Es wurde festgestellt, dass ADAM8 die Unterdrückung von miR-181a-5p über STAT3 und MAPK-
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Signalwege vermittelt. Die Transfektion einer miR-181a-5p Mimik unterdrückte die GBM-

Zellproliferation teilweise durch die post-transkriptionelle Hemmung von MEK1/2, ERK1/2 und 

CREB-1, was indirekt auf die MMP9 Expressionsunterdrückung abzielte. Bei der Aufschlüsselung der 

ADAM8-vermittelten Signalübertragung unter der Beteiligung von miR-181a-5p wurde eine 

ADAM8/STAT3/miR-181a-5p/Osteopontin- und ADAM8/ERK1/2/CREB-1/miR/181a-5p Achse mit 

einer negativen Rückkopplungsschleife auf MMP9 untersucht. Mit dem Verlust der zellulären 

ADAM8 Expression gingen niedrigere miR-181a-5p Mengen in extrazellulären Vesikeln einher. 

Somit könnte die ADAM8-vermittelte Unterdrückung von miR-181a-5p in den benachbarten Zellen 

eine Runterregulation von MMP9 verhindern und dadurch Invasivität und Proliferation fördern. 

Klinisch wurde miR-181a-5p in Serum-EVs nachgewiesen und in GBM-Gewebeproben im Vergleich 

zu ADAM8 herunterreguliert vorgefunden, wobei ADAM8 mit der MMP9 mRNA Expression 

korrelierte. Die vielseitigen Einflüsse von ADAM8 auf progressions- und resistenzfördernde 

Signalwege, auch durch miRNA Regulation, rechtfertigen weitere experimentelle Ansätze, die auf 

ADAM8 beim GBM abzielen. 

Schließlich wurden die miRNA-Expressionsmuster von drei von Patienten stammenden GSZs im 

Vergleich zu den entsprechenden differenzierten astrozytären Zelllinien untersucht. Einundreißig 

signifikant veränderte miRNAs wurden identifiziert, darunter zehn stark dysregulierte miRNAs, die 

an der GBM-Progression und der Ausbildung eines Stammzellphänotyps beteiligt sind. Die 

Transfektion von miR-425-5p reduzierte die PTEN- und GFAP-Proteinexpression in von Patienten 

stammenden GBM-Zelllinien, was darauf hindeutet, dass sie den GSC-Phänotyp teilweise induziert. 

Eine KEGG-Anreicherungsanalyse der miRNA-mRNA-Beziehung offenbarte einen Teil des 

dynamischen miRNA/Signalnetzwerks, das über die Differenzierung von Stammzellen entscheidet. 

Diese Daten führen zu einer weiteren Klassifizierung des zellulären Subtyps. Ferner deuten sie auf 

potenzielle Zielmoleküle, die zur Stimulation der SZ-Differenzierung beitragen können, um den 

Tumor anfälliger für Behandlungsstrategien zu machen. 
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2 Summary 

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) WHO grade 4 is the most malignant and frequent primary brain 

tumor with a five-year overall survival rate of 9.8%. Virtually every time, the standard treatment 

with surgery and radio-/chemotherapy applying temozolomide (TMZ) fails, and the tumor 

progresses, develops resistance mechanisms, and recurs. Thus, it is crucial to further expand the 

research field for a proper understanding of those mechanisms enabling deeper classifications, the 

assembly of combinatorial biomarkers, and the development of new therapeutic approaches to 

overcome therapy resistances. 

The first publication thematizes TMZ-resistance mechanisms based on the tumor’s changed 

metabolism and pH-value regulation. Carbonic anhydrase 2 (CA2) was previously identified as 

highly upregulated in TMZ-resistant glioblastoma stem-like cells (GSCs) as well as recurrent GBM 

tissue samples. Here, the metalloenzyme was functionally analyzed. Increased oxygen consumption 

and extracellular acidification rates were detected in CA2-overexpressing GBM cell lines induced 

via CRISPR/Cas9. This observation underlines the known function of the proton exchanger to 

enhance aerobic glycolysis (Warburg effect) and proton efflux, thereby leading to extracellular 

acidification and a pro-invasive and pro-inflammatory microenvironment in cancer. The pan-CA 

inhibitor acetazolamide (ACZ) repressed the oxygen consumption and extracellular acidification 

rates more efficiently than the more selective CA2 inhibitor brinzolamide (BRZ) in CA2-

overexpressing GBM cells, indicating the crucial role of additional CA isozymes mediating tumor pH 

regulation and contributing to the Warburg effect. On the contrary, BRZ reduced infiltrative rates 

and augmented TMZ-induced autophagy causing cell death more efficiently than ACZ in CA2-

overexpressing cells, CA2-highly expressing GSCs and TMZ-resistant GSCs. Those data provide 

evidence for a BRZ-induced pH shift to a physiological level, optimizing the conditions for an 

efficient TMZ treatment. 

In the second publication, signaling pathways contributing to tumor progression and resistance 

were examined for the influence of the disintegrin and metalloproteinase 8 (ADAM8). Next to its 

ability to cleave extracellular matrix proteins thereby shaping the tumor microenvironment, 

ADAM8 is characterized as a multi-domain enzyme and can bind to integrins thereby modulating 

various signaling pathways. Here, the mechanism of ADAM8 regulating miRNA expression profiles 

through intra- and extracellular signaling was investigated. Several dysregulated miRNAs were 

identified, comparing GBM cells with endogenous ADAM8 expression or a CRISPR/Cas9-induced 

ADAM8 knockout. In GBM, miR-181a-5p is described as a tumor-suppressor. Here, this miRNA was 

identified being upregulated in ADAM8 knockout cells. Mechanistically, ADAM8 was found to 

mediate miR-181a-5p repression via STAT3 and MAPK signaling. MiR-181a-5p mimic transfection 

suppressed GBM cell proliferation partially through the post-transcriptional inhibition of MEK1/2, 

ERK1/2, and CREB-1, indirectly targeting MMP9. Breaking down the ADAM8-mediated signaling 
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involving miR-181a-5p, an ADAM8/STAT3/miR-181a-5p/osteopontin and ADAM8/ERK1/2/CREB-

1/miR-181a-5p axis with a negative feedback loop targeting MMP9 was examined. Upon loss of 

ADAM8 expression, enriched miR-181a-5p levels were detected in extracellular vesicles. Thus, the 

ADAM8-mediated repression of miR-181a-5p could prevent surrounding cells from MMP9 

repression, stimulating invasion and proliferation. Clinically, miR-181a-5p was detected in serum-

EVs and downregulated in GBM tissue samples compared to ADAM8, which correlated with MMP9 

mRNA expression. The versatile influences of ADAM8 on progression- and resistance-driving 

signaling pathways, also via miRNA regulation, justifies further experimental approaches targeting 

ADAM8 in GBM. 

Lastly, the miRNA expression patterns of three patient-derived GSCs compared to their 

differentiated astrocytic states were investigated. Thirty-one significantly changed miRNAs were 

identified, including ten highly dysregulated miRNAs involved in GBM progression and stem cell 

fate. Among them, miR-425-5p was highly expressed in GSCs, and miR-425-5p mimic transfection 

reduced the PTEN and GFAP protein expression in patient-derived GBM cell lines, suggesting to 

induce the GSC phenotype partially. A miRNA-target relationship KEGG enrichment analysis 

revealed a section of the dynamic miRNA/signaling network deciding about stem cell fate. Thus, we 

further classified the cellular subtype GSCs revealing potential targets to stimulate GSC 

differentiation, which could modulate the sensitivity towards GBM  treatment strategies. 
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) 

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most frequent and lethal primary brain tumor with an 

incidence of 3.19/100,000 per year, increasing with age and male sex, and the median age at 

diagnosis of 65 years (Leece et al., 2017; Ostrom et al., 2019; Torrisi et al., 2022). Diagnosed 

patients have a progression-free survival of seven to eight months and five-year overall survival of 

9.8% (Stupp et al., 2009; Michaelsen et al., 2013; Nørøxe et al., 2016). GBM can develop as a 

primary or secondary tumor arising from lower-grade gliomas, often facilitating isocitrate 

dehydrogenase (IDH) mutation (Nørøxe et al., 2016). Currently, the World Health Organization 

(WHO) defined former GBM WHO central-nervous-system (CNS) grade 4 tumors harboring an IDH 

R132H mutation as diffuse astrocytomas IDH-mutant WHO CNS grade 4 tumors (Stoyanov et al., 

2022). This reclassification of formerly GBM WHO CNS grade IV leaves O6-methylguanine-DNA 

methyltransferase (MGMT) promotor methylation as the only significant prognostic marker in 

clinical use predicting patient survival (Stupp et al., 2017; Stoyanov et al., 2022). Although there are 

approaches to expand the diagnostic to a more personalized manner utilizing molecular and 

genomic characteristics leading to classical, mesenchymal, and proneural GBM subtypes (Verhaak 

et al., 2010), the current diagnosis consists of histopathological examination. Nuclear atypia, high 

mitotic activity, cellular pleomorphism, microvascular proliferation, necrosis, and vascular 

thrombosis are crucial for diagnosing GBM WHO CNS grade 4 (Wirsching et al., 2016; Louis et al., 

2016; Gilard et al., 2021).  

The clinical manifestation highly depends on the tumor location and size at diagnosis. GBM often 

occurs in the supra-tentorial space (>85%) (Wirsching et al., 2016). Headache and nausea are the 

common symptoms at diagnosis, arising from a large tumor or edema. GBM patients suffer from 

symptoms caused by intracranial hypertension (30%), motor deficits (20%), loss of body weight 

(17%), epilepsy (15% - 20%), confusion (15%), and speech and visual restrictions (13%) (Yuile et al., 

2006; Vecht et al., 2014; Gilard et al., 2021). The standard adjuvant treatment is based on the 

Stupp regimen (Stupp et al., 2005) consisting of surgery and subsequent treatment with the 

alkylating agent temozolomide (TMZ) in combination with a fractionated exposure to 60 Gray X-ray 

irradiation (Torrisi et al., 2022). Since 2017, tumor-treating fields have amended the Stupp 

regimen. Its usage improved the progression-free and overall-survival significantly (Stupp et al., 

2017). Additional therapeutic approaches can be grouped into molecular or chemotherapeutic 

drugs and immunotherapies (Torrisi et al., 2022). Not only finding common signatures for GBM 

subgroup classification enabling personalized treatment decisions but also understanding the 

hallmarks of GBM is proposed to lead to advanced treatment strategies (Nørøxe et al., 2016; Torrisi 

et al., 2022). 
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3.1.1 The molecular hallmarks of GBM 

Based on the definition of cancer hallmarks by Hanahan and Weinberg (Hanahan and Weinberg, 

2000; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011) and later adapted by Fouad and Aanei (Fouad and Aanei, 

2017), seven hallmarks can be described for GBM (Torrisi et al., 2022) defining the aggressiveness, 

complexity and heterogeneity of GBM. According to Torrisi and colleagues, the hallmarks are 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The hallmarks of glioblastoma multiforme. According to the definition of Torrisi and colleagues, mainly six 
hallmarks are deeply interconnected to ensure the seventh summarizing hallmark called ‘tumor microenvironment 
promotion.’ Created with BioRender.com. Modified and adapted from Torrisi et al., 2022. 

3.1.2.1 Uncontrolled growth and proliferation 

Firstly, uncontrolled growth and proliferation are summarized as one essential GBM hallmark, 

which arises from the deregulation of signaling pathways resulting in the activation of oncogenes 

and the inactivation of tumor-suppressor genes (Mao et al., 2012; Torrisi et al., 2022). One driving 

signaling pathway is the Rat sarcoma–Rat fibrosarcoma–mitogen-activated protein kinase kinases–

extracellular signal-regulated kinase (Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK) pathway, which promotes tumor growth, 

cellular proliferation, vascularization and the modulation of the tumor microenvironment (TME) 

(Chappell et al., 2011). Moreover, the amplification of receptor tyrosine kinases like the vascular 

endothelial growth receptor (VEGFR) and the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), including 

its mutated and constitutively active form EGFRvIII (Haynes et al., 2014), leads to downstream 

effects including the stimulation of protein tyrosine kinases like proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein 

kinase Src (SCR) proteins stimulating not only uncontrolled tumor growth but also migration, 

invasion, and cell survival (Ahluwalia et al., 2010; Oikonomou et al., 2014). Among others, the 

retinoblastoma protein (RB) pathway plays a significant role. Once inactivated, it stimulates 
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autophagy, resistance to desoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) damage, and apoptosis evasion (Biasoli et 

al., 2013). 

3.1.2.2 Altered response to stress 

Secondly, the ‘altered response to stress’ is ascribed to a hallmark of GBM (Torrisi et al., 2022). 

GBM cells have an efficient DNA damage and repair system. MGMT activity is the prime example, 

removing alkylating agents induced by chemotherapeutic agents like TMZ (Gerson, 2004). 

Moreover, DNA damage response molecules are active for single-strand and double-strand breaks. 

Naming one example, ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM) is constitutively active in glioblastoma 

stem-like cells (Jackson and Bartek, 2009; Carruthers et al., 2018; Ferri et al., 2020). Rapid growth 

distant from blood vessels can lead to undersupply of nutrients and oxygen before the tumor can 

adapt to the TME via neovascularization. Hence, tumor cells learn to handle and exploit the hypoxic 

TME. Using hypoxia-inducible factor 1-alpha (HIF-1α), GBM cells sustain reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) and control their export via controlled lactate export (Olivier et al., 2020). Autophagy, a 

catabolic process recycling cellular constituents and promoting cellular balance recovery (Escamilla-

Ramírez et al., 2020), is induced under hypoxic conditions promoting tumor survival (Jawhari et al., 

2016). Yet, the role of autophagy in GBM remains controversial (Escamilla-Ramírez et al., 2020) 

since it is also discussed to inhibit tumor initiation avoiding necrosis, genomic instability and 

inflammation by removing damaged proteins and organelles (Choi et al., 2013; Escamilla-Ramírez 

et al., 2020). Moreover, induced autophagy can promote apoptosis and senescence by type-II 

programmed cell death, thereby functioning as a tumor suppressor (Escamilla-Ramírez et al., 2020). 

3.1.2.3 Metabolic alteration 

Different metabolic modulations coexist within the heterogenous tumor GBM, including the 

Warburg effect (aerobe glycolysis), fatty acid oxidation, glutaminolysis, and oxidative 

phosphorylation (Torrisi et al., 2022). Given the hypoxic TME, HIF-1α ubiquitination is inhibited by 

prolyl hydroxylase activation. It forms stable heterodimers with HIF-1β enabling the transcription of 

several glycolytic enzymes and glucose transporter (Nagao et al., 2019), contributing to the 

Warburg effect. Importantly, the conversion of pyruvate to lactate and inhibition of pyruvate 

oxidation is also supported by the inhibition of pyruvate dehydrogenase 1, leading to reduced 

mitochondrial oxygen-consumption rates (Olivier et al., 2020). As a connection to another GBM 

hallmark, lactate promotes the M2-like immunosuppressive polarization of macrophages (La Cruz-

López et al., 2019). Moreover, metabolic reshaping is linked to an increased invasion through 

energy delivery and lactate production, causing increased acidification (Torrisi et al., 2022). 

3.1.2.4 Vascularization 

GBM is a highly vascularized tumor triggered by many factors, including the main axis of 

hypoxia/hypoxia response element sequence transcription/VEGF activation. Noticeably, 

acidification of the TME stimulates VEGF and fibroblast growth factor β expression causing 
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increased proliferation and motility of endothelial cells due to increased lactate release promoting 

hyaluronic acid production and supporting vessel formation (Vallée et al., 2021; Torrisi et al., 2022). 

3.1.2.5 Invasion 

The GBM hallmark invasion is described as a local infiltration through healthy parenchyma and 

stroma mainly responsible for a recurrency rather than forming metastasis to secondary organs 

due to the short patient survival rate and physical barriers like the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) (Kim et 

al., 2014; Da Cunha and Maldaun, 2019; Torrisi et al., 2022) Here, the extracellular matrix (ECM) 

remodeling is crucial and partially achieved by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) like the 

gelatinase MMP9, whose expression is associated with the primary GBM subtype (Choe et al., 

2002). Through its proteolytic cleavage of cell surface proteins, proteins of the ECM, and proteins 

maintaining the cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions, MMP9 contributes to invasion and proliferation, 

angiogenesis, inflammation, migration and tumor metastasis (Huang, 2018).  

3.1.2.6 Immune modulation 

Due to the BBB, GBM’s TME was described as ‘cold TME.’ Recently, many immune-cell types have 

been associated with GBM progression, passing the BBB due to weakened tight junctions and 

endothelial cells (Couto et al., 2019). Among these immune cells comprising myeloid-derived 

suppressor cells, dendritic cells, and neutrophils (Daubon et al., 2020), tumor-associated 

macrophages (TAMs) make up the largest immune cell population and account for up to 40% of the 

tumor mass (Chhor et al., 2013; Buonfiglioli and Hambardzumyan, 2021; Torrisi et al., 2022). 

Immunosuppressive TAMs promote invasion, vascularization, proliferation and immunosuppression 

(Grégoire et al., 2020). Moreover, hypoxia is one of the main stimuli for an immunosuppressive 

microenvironment. For instance, periostin is highly expressed under hypoxia, inducing the 

phosphoinositide-3-kinase/protein kinase B (PI3K/AKT) pathway and shifting recruited TAMs to the 

immunosuppressive M2 phenotype (Ma et al., 2018; Torrisi et al., 2022). 

3.1.2.7 Promotion of the tumor microenvironment 

Torrisi and colleagues define the complex interplay of all six hallmarks as the seventh hallmark 

(Torrisi et al., 2022). On the cellular level, extracellular vesicles (EVs) support the GBM hallmarks 

and contribute to their interplay due to their crucial role in cellular communication (Yekula et al., 

2019). EVs are small membrane-bound vesicles secreted by all cells into the extracellular space. 

They contain nucleic acids like miRNAs as well as proteins and lipids and, thus, contribute to several 

GBM hallmarks like angiogenesis and reprogramming the metabolic activity as well as drug 

resistance (van Niel et al., 2018; Yekula et al., 2019).  

 3.2 Recurrent GBM 

Despite the standard treatment of GBM according to the Stupp regimen (Stupp et al., 2005; Stupp 

et al., 2017), virtually every tumor recurs (Campos et al., 2016; Birzu et al., 2020). Diagnostically, 
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magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with the patient’s clinical status serves to detect a recurrent 

GBM (rGBM) (Piper et al., 2018). In about 80% of the cases, GBM recurs at the initial tumor 

location, but also distant and unifocal or multifocal leptomeningeal or parenchymal spread is 

described (Bordignon et al., 2006). Here, it remains challenging to distinguish between an rGBM or 

a complication occurring in treatment related to pseudoprogression and radionecrosis (Weller et 

al., 2013), underlying the need for additional biomarkers to detect an rGBM. In less than 50% of 

rGBM patients, a second surgery is possible due to the tumor's feasibility and the patient's 

condition (Birzu et al., 2020). The National Comprehensive Cancer Network suggests clinical trials 

to treat rGBM since the lack of validated standard treatment (Wen et al., 2020a; Birzu et al., 2020). 

Therapeutic options are also re-irradiation (Shi et al., 2018), re-treatment with TMZ (Perry et al., 

2010), treatment with lomustine and bevacizumab (Wick et al., 2017), and tumor-treating fields 

(Stupp et al., 2012; Birzu et al., 2020). Although at first it was thought that rGBM differs 

significantly from initial GBM (iGBM) since shared mutations variated from eleven to ninety-seven 

percent (Kim et al., 2015; Campos et al., 2016), it is now acknowledged that the rGBM shares a 

mostly similar genetic and epigenetic landscape with its iGBM, slightly facilitating therapy decisions 

(Birzu et al., 2020). Little evidence for rGBM-specific mutations was found, and the strongest 

selective pressure was supposed to be exerted on the iGBM (Barthel et al., 2019). The observed 

heterogeneity resulted partially from the heterogeneity in the tumor itself since analyzing several 

samples in parallel taken from the same surgery can cause significant molecular profile differences 

and crucial changes in the microenvironment and immune cell infiltration (Campos et al., 2016; 

Birzu et al., 2020). Nevertheless, rarer distant rGBMs resulting from infiltrating tumor cells share 

fewer mutations with their iGBMs (Kim et al., 2015), and individual genes can show different 

mutation retentions. Whereas telomerase-reverse-transcriptase (TERT) promotor mutations are 

commonly retained in around 90% of investigated cases, EGFR mutations are less maintained in 

rGBM in around 50% (Draaisma et al., 2020; Barthel et al., 2019; van den Bent et al., 2015; Birzu et 

al., 2020), and the mutations in the same gene can differ (Draaisma et al., 2020; Birzu et al., 2020). 

Moreover, hypermutated rGBMs show significant differences from their iGBMs caused by TMZ 

treatment and inactivating mutations in repair enzymes resulting in extraordinarily high numbers of 

mutations (Birzu et al., 2020). However, a gross total resection at the first surgery is not always 

possible, and many studies do not refer to the terms gross- and subtotal resection, although the 

significant impact of the surgery’s extent is well known (Shonka and Aizenberg, 2017; Han et al., 

2020). Therefore, an rGBM may often be a progression of iGBM. Nevertheless, the gained therapy 

resistance mechanisms of the progression or recurrence are crucial for the poor patients’ overall 

survival. 
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3.3 Resistance mechanisms 

Virtually every time, the treatment of GBM patients according to the Stupp regimen (Stupp et al., 

2005; Stupp et al., 2017) eventually fails, and the tumor progresses or results in a recurrence, 

which is associated with resistance mechanisms (Ortiz et al., 2021). Hence, it is crucial to 

understand and overcome those adapted mechanisms. The development of radioresistances can 

be withdrawn to key factors, including DNA damage repair, cell cycle, metabolic alteration, hypoxia, 

TME, glioblastoma stem-like cells (GSCs), microRNAs (miRNAs), and tumor heterogeneity (Ali et al., 

2020). Similarly, mainly five resistance mechanisms are intensively studied that counteract the 

TMZ-induced apoptosis, autophagy, or senescence: MGMT promotor methylation, DNA mismatch 

repairment, base excision repair pathway, acquired resistance through the induction and selection 

of genes or cell clones requiring survival, and the presence of GSCs (Ortiz et al., 2021). 

3.3.1 Glioblastoma stem-like cells 

GSCs are described as a source of rGBM (Lathia et al., 2015) inducing radio- and chemoresistance 

(Garnier et al., 2019), angiogenesis and invasion (Boyd et al., 2021), and contributing to GBM’s 

heterogeneity by their potential of multi-lineage differentiation (Lathia et al., 2015). Singh and 

colleagues, among other researchers, initially described GSCs as prominin-1-positive (CD133+) 

tumor-initiating cells in vivo (Singh et al., 2003; Singh et al., 2004). This small cellular subpopulation 

is classified by its self-renewal capacity forming tumor spheres in vitro and tumors in xenograft 

experiments in vivo. Moreover, GSCs are multipotent and can initiate tumors contributing to GBM 

heterogeneity (Bayin et al., 2014). Stem cell maintenance occurs through the interaction with TME 

components, mesenchymal stem cells, vascular compartments and immunity (Torrisi et al., 2022) 

involving signaling pathways like the Notch, transforming-growth-factor β (TGF-β), PI3K/AKT and 

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) kinase signaling. Within GBM, bone morphogenic protein 

functions as a differentiation signal. Although also involved in the maintenance of GSCs, Notch-

Signaling is described as an important signaling cascade for the differentiation into tumor-derived 

endothelium (Bayin et al., 2014). Their slow cell cycle kinetics (Jackson et al., 2015) make them less 

attackable for chemotherapeutics targeting high-proliferative cells. Residing in stem cell niches, 

they benefit from favorable conditions interacting with the ECM and non-tumor cells while not 

being recognized by the immune system. Moreover, GSCs are known to overexpress adenosine 

triphosphate (ATP) binding cassette (ABC) transporter. Here, ABC subfamily member 2 (ABCG2) was 

found to bind matrix metalloproteinases delivering increased migration and cell invasion (Ortiz et 

al., 2021). Multidrug resistance is ascribed to GSCs expressing the breast cancer resistance protein 

1 (BCRP1). GSCs highly express hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs), favoring survival, self-renewal, and 

tumor initiation, mimicking the molecular phenotype of cells under hypoxic conditions (Jackson et 

al., 2015). Furthermore, GSCs facilitate extensive DNA repair and higher mitochondrial reserve 

(Rodriguez et al., 2022). 
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3.3.2 Carbonic anhydrase 2 

Carbonic anhydrases (CAs) contribute to TMZ-resistance by playing a significant role in hypoxia, 

metabolic changes, and extracellular acidification, which combines several hallmarks of GBM. Their 

crucial role in pH regulation has been known for almost a century (KEILIN and MANN, 1939; 

Haapasalo et al., 2020), catalyzing the chemical key reaction: CO2 + H2O <=> HCO3- + H+ (Meldrum 

and Roughton, 1933; Lindskog, 1997). Fifteen family members of the human α-CA family are 

described as differing in their intra- or extracellular localization and enzymatic activity. Especially 

the isozymes CA2, CA9, and CA12 are reported to be involved in neoplastic growth and GBM 

progression (Haapasalo et al., 2020).  

 

Figure 2. The mechanistic role of carbonic anhydrases in tumor pH regulation. The interplay of carbonic 
anhydrases (CAs) with transport proteins ensures extracellular acidification and slightly alkaline to physiological 
intracellular pH values. Anaerobic and aerobic glycolysis (Warburg effect) leads to elevated lactate production. 
Subsequently, lactate and protons are secreted through monocarboxylate transporters (MCTs). Aerobic 
mitochondrial respiration yields CO2, which can diffuse passively into the extracellular space, where it gets hydrated 
through CA9 and CA12 enzymatic activity leading to further extracellular acidification through proton production. 
HCO3- can be imported with Na+ through sodium bicarbonate transporter (NBCs), where intracellular CAs (CAintra) 
catalyze the reverse reaction and close the cycle. Anion exchangers (AEs) and not illustrated Na+/H+ exchangers and 
H+-ATPases contribute to this machinery. CA2 is localized on the inner cell membrane and is a ‘proton collecting 
antenna.’ Directly bound to MCT1 and MCT4, it supports the lactate and proton symport, contributing to 
extracellular acidification and the Warburg effect. Created with BioRender.com. Modified and adapted from 
Haapasalo et al., 2020. 

Under physiological conditions, CA2 is mainly expressed by oligodendrocytes and thus in myelin 

sheaths (Kumpulainen and Korhonen, 1982; Haapasalo et al., 2020), but it was also found in 

reactive microglial cells (Nógrádi, 1993), and shows variable expression patterns in astrocytes 

(Roussel et al., 1979; Kimelberg et al., 1982; Haapasalo et al., 2020; Ghandour et al., 1981; Stridh et 

al., 2012). In astrocytes, CA2 hydrolyzes CO2, which was secreted by neurons before. The produced 

proton is then shuttled to monocarboxylate transporter 1 (MCT1) and MCT4 via CA2 as a ‘proton 

collecting antenna’ with a concomitant efflux together with lactate. Afterward, neurons take up 

lactate through MCT2 and convert it to pyruvate ensuring energy balance (Becker et al., 2010; 
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Stridh et al., 2012). CA2 was found directly bound to the C-terminus of MCT1 (Becker et al., 2005; 

Stridh et al., 2012) and MCT4 (Becker et al., 2010), inducing the lactate and proton symport. 

Moreover, CA2 is suggested to interact with the vacuolar ATPase, the main proton pump, 

controlling the energy flow and inducing extracellular acidification (Paunescu et al., 2008). CA2 is 

described in oligodendrogliomas, meningiomas, low-grade astrocytomas and WHO grade 4 GBMs 

(Proescholdt et al., 2005; Haapasalo et al., 2007; Korhonen et al., 2009; Haapasalo et al., 2020). The 

zinc-dependent metalloenzyme has a dual role in promoting tumor progression. For one, the 

proton exchanger contributes to extracellular acidification linked to tumor progression (Parkkila, 

2008). As a second role, CA2 enhances the lactate transport directly bound to MCT1/4 (Becker et 

al., 2005; Becker et al., 2010) non-enzymatically, contributing to the Warburg effect (illustrated in 

Figure 2). Extracellular acidification stimulates HIF (Filatova et al., 2016), inducing MMP 

transcription (Cong et al., 2014) and resulting in ECM degradation (Zhong et al., 2010), inducing 

invasion. Hannen and colleagues described CA2 linked to TMZ-resistant GSCs and upregulated in 

rGBM tissue samples. Since the efficiency of several drugs, including TMZ, is highly dependent on 

the pH value (Stéphanou and Ballesta, 2019), targeting carbonic anhydrases like CA2 regulating the 

pH value could favor TMZ efficiency (Hannen et al., 2019).  

3.3.3 A disintegrin and metalloproteinase 8 

Resistance mechanisms can be caused by selection of genes essential for cellular survival (Ortiz et 

al., 2021). A disintegrin and metalloproteinase 8 (ADAM8) was previously associated with TMZ-

resistance causing elevated pERK1/2 and pAKT levels in GBM (Dong et al., 2015). Given its low 

expression under physiological conditions, targeting ADAM8 is discussed as very attractive, 

suggesting minor side effects (Conrad et al., 2019). ADAM8 is a multidomain enzyme (Figure 3) with 

mainly two functions: proteolytic cleavage of extracellular matrix proteins shaping the TME and 

signal transduction influencing various tumor-driving pathways. Elevated expression of ADAM8 has 

been associated with invasiveness and poor prognosis in several tumor entities, including breast-, 

brain-, gastric-, pancreatic cancer and leukemia (Conrad et al., 2019), with an especially high 

expression pattern in immune cells like macrophages and neutrophils (Gjorgjevski et al., 2019; 

Jaworek et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022b). ADAM8 mediates invasion and cell motility partially through 

its cleavage of collagen I, fibronectin, and cell adhesion molecules like vascular endothelial (VE)-

cadherin. Shedding membrane-bound cytokines and chemokines like chemokine (C-X-C motif) 

ligand 1 (CXCL1) and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), ADAM8 shapes the TME, promoting 

inflammation and tumor progression (Conrad et al., 2019). Moreover, the disintegrin domain of 

ADAM8 enables a multimerization with β1 Integrin and the stimulation of focal adhesion kinase 

(FAK), ERK1/2, and PI3/AKT signaling pathways mediating cellular survival, inducing MMP activity 

and transmitting chemoresistance (Schlomann et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2015; Conrad et al., 2018; 
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Cook et al., 2022). In GBM, ADAM8 was described to mediate STAT3 signaling, promoting 

osteopontin expression and angiogenesis (Li et al., 2021).  

 

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the domain structure of human ADAM8. Processing and activation of the 
multidomain enzyme require the removal of the prodomain (light blue), which can be achieved by homophilic 
multimerization of disintegrin (orange) and cysteine-rich (CYS-rich, purple) domains and subsequent autocatalytic 
cleavage. Thus, the 120 kilodalton (kDa) proform of ADAM8 becomes a 90 kDa active form. The metalloprotease 
domain (around 30 kDa) can be released, leaving a 60 kDa remnant form of human ADAM8. Additionally depicted 
are domain functions and borders. The cytoplasmatic tail (CD) is essential for the mediation of intracellular 
signaling, also influencing miRNA expression profiles, containing src homology three (SH3) binding motifs and 
potential phosphorylation sites at S758 and Y766. Created with BioRender.com. Modified and adapted from Conrad et 
al., 2019. 

Recently, ADAM8 was found to activate heparin-binding-EGF/EGFR signaling, thereby inducing 

chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2 (CCL2)-mediated TAM recruitment in GBM (Liu et al., 2022b). In 

breast and pancreatic cancer, ADAM8 influences miRNA expression profiles (Das et al., 2016; Verel-

Yilmaz et al., 2021). In detail, Das and colleagues revealed that ADAM8-mediated ERK signaling 

induces miR-720 expression in breast cancer cell lines, describing a new function exercised through 

its ability of intracellular signaling. As a crucial factor in the TME, ADAM8 is expressed as an active 

protease in pancreatic cancer-derived EVs (Verel-Yilmaz et al., 2021; Cook et al., 2022) and is 

associated with the systematic packaging of specific molecules into EVs, like LCN2 and MMP9 (Cook 

et al., 2022) or miR-720 and miR-451 (Verel-Yilmaz et al., 2021). Koller and Bartsch developed a 

specific ADAM8 inhibitor, BK-1361, mimicking the β1 Integrin binding loop structure and preventing 

ADAM8 multimerization and autocatalytic activation (Schlomann et al., 2015). BK-1361 treatment 

revealed promising results in pancreatic cancer (Schlomann et al., 2015) and asthma (Chen et al., 

2016), which could be transferred to GBM considering the ability of ADAM8 to transmit TMZ-

resistance in GBM (Dong et al., 2015). 

3.3.4 MicroRNAs 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) consists of around twenty-two nucleotides and are non-coding. Binding to 

complementary or partially complementary target-mRNAs, they modulate protein expression post-

transcriptionally (reviewed in O'Brien et al., 2018). Their impact on translational regulation is 

revealed by participating in the regulation of more than 50% of the human genome (reviewed in 

Mahinfar et al., 2022). Indeed, around 2,600 mature human miRNA sequences are supposed to 

target hundreds to thousands of mRNAs respectively (reviewed in Shea et al., 2016). Functionally, 
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miRNAs bind to the 3’ untranslated region (UTR) of selected mRNAs in most cases. Thereby, 

miRNAs cause translational inhibition, deadenylation or decapping of target mRNAs. MiRNAs are 

also reported to bind to 5’ UTRs and coding regions causing post-transcriptional inhibiton. The 

interactions with promotor regions were shown to induce proliferation. Mostly, miRNAs function as 

part of the miRNA induced silencing complex (RISC). Here, miRNAs guide to target mRNAs and 

enable the mRNA cleavage through endonuclease argonaute 2 (AGO2) (reviewed in O'Brien et al., 

2018). Depending on their target genes, miRNAs can feature tumor-suppressive or tumor-

promoting roles (reviewed in Mahinfar et al., 2022). MiRNAs themselves are regulated by promotor 

methylation, influenced during their biogenesis or through extrinsic molecules like exogenous 

xenobiotics, hormones, and cytokines (Gulyaeva and Kushlinskiy, 2016). Dysregulated miRNAs are 

associated with several cancer hallmarks facilitating invasion, metastasis, growth, proliferation, 

metabolic reprogramming and avoiding the immune system in GBM (reviewed in Mahinfar et al., 

2022). Influencing multidrug resistance, for instance, miR-328 was described directly targeting the 

multidrug resistance protein ABCG2, ascribing a tumor suppressive role and its possible utilization 

as a  predictive marker (reviewed in Shea et al., 2016). Moreover, EVs carry high amounts of 

miRNAs (reviewed in O'Brien et al., 2018; Mahinfar et al., 2022). Mahinfar and colleagues reviewed 

and listed specific miRNAs dynamically involved in GBM progression and resistance (Mahinfar et al., 

2022). Therapeutically, utilizing tumor-suppressor miRNAs carried by nanoparticles is discussed 

(reviewed in O'Neill and Dwyer, 2020), but also targeting oncogenic miRNAs through the 

transfection of single-stranded RNA-oligonucleotides leading to miRNA degradation are 

conceivable (reviewed in Shea et al., 2016). 

3.4 Aim of this thesis 

Given the high mortality rate due to the incurability of GBM, the progression, recurrence, and 

resistance mechanisms, it is crucial to deepen our understanding of molecular mechanisms of TMZ-

resistance in order to overcome them. Thus, different molecular mechanisms of GBM progression 

and resistance were aimed to elucidate. In the case of CA2, metabolic mechanisms leading to 

resistance were analyzed. Specifically, targeting CA2 using brinzolamide (BRZ) was probed as a 

potential co-treatment augmenting TMZ-induced cell death. Moreover, signaling mechanisms 

leading to tumor survival, proliferation, and progression were investigated on ADAM8. ADAM8 was 

found to influence various pathways partially by its miRNA regulation. Lastly, GSCs as a source of 

rGBM were analyzed regarding their changing miRNA profile through differentiation, suggesting a 

deeper GBM classification and potential elucidation of different targeting strategies. 
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4 Summary of the publications 

4.1 Inhibition of Carbonic Anhydrase 2 Overcomes Temozolomide Resistance in 

Glioblastoma Cells 

Kai Zhao, Agnes Schäfer, Zhuo Zhang, Katharina Elsässer, Carsten Culmsee, Li Zhong, Axel Pagenstecher,  

Christopher Nimsky and Jörg W. Bartsch 

(2021) International Journal of Molecular Sciences, 23 (1): 157. DOI: 10.3390/ijms23010157 

4.1.1 Scientific summary 

Despite the standard treatment of GBM comprising surgical resection, radiotherapy, and 

chemotherapy with TMZ (Stupp et al., 2005), nearly every tumor recurs (Campos et al., 2016). A 

small subpopulation of tumor cells, GSCs, is considered to contribute to the recurrence showing 

several resistance mechanisms (Lathia et al., 2015; Campos et al., 2016). For instance, these self-

renewing cells have metabolic features that enable them to grow under hypoxic conditions. They 

overexpress DNA repair enzymes and have an upregulated drug efflux, thereby escaping radio- and 

chemotherapy (Bao et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2006; Campos et al., 2016). Previously, our group 

identified CA2 as being consistently upregulated in TMZ-resistant GSCs and recurrent GBM tissue 

using a transcriptomic approach (Hannen et al., 2019). However, the function of CA2 in GBM 

therapy resistance was unknown at this stage. As a member of the carbonic anhydrase family, CA2 

is a proton exchange protein involved in regulating pH homeostasis (Haapasalo et al., 2020). 

Additionally, CA2 takes part in the symport of, for instance, lactate, pyruvate and protons via its 

location at the inner cell membrane and its association with the monocarboxylate transporters 

MCT1/4 (Becker et al., 2005). Thus, CA2 supports the maintenance of aerobic glycolysis (Warburg 

effect) (La Cruz-López et al., 2019). In this study, we performed subsequent functional experiments 

focusing on the metabolism, proliferation, invasion, TMZ-resistance, and inhibition of CA2 in GBM 

cells and primary GSCs. 

First, we verified an enriched CA2 mRNA expression in rGBM via testing ten matched GBM patients’ 

tissue samples (p < 0.001, Figure 1A and patients’ information are in Table S1). The significantly 

higher CA2 mRNA expression in GBM tumor tissue compared to normal brain tissue is notable via 

“TCGA” and “GTEx” database analysis (Figure S1). Next to CA2, the well-established GSC marker 

CD133 (Liu et al., 2006) was tested in ten matched tissue samples with no differences detectable in 

mRNA expression (Figure 1C). In contrast, the efflux transport protein and multidrug-resistance 

protein permeability-glycoprotein (p-gp) was slightly upregulated in rGBM tissue samples on mRNA 

level (p < 0.05, Figure 1B). Via immunohistochemistry analysis in paraffin-embedded tissue slides, 

the co-localization of CA2 with the stem cell marker (sex determining region Y)-box 2 (SOX2) (Liu et 

al., 2009) indicated the partial expression of CA2 by SOX2-positive GSCs (Figure 1D). The 

information on patients used for immunohistochemistry stainings is summarized in Table S2. An 

enriched CA2 mRNA expression was observed in three out of four patient-derived GSC cell lines 
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compared to the levels in the GBM cell line U87 (Figure 1E), which was also seen on the protein 

level (Figure S1B). Interestingly, testing other two critical members of the carbonic anhydrase 

family described in GBM and other tumor entities (Haapasalo et al., 2020) showed CA9 as highly 

downregulated in all four tested GSC cell lines (p < 0.001, Figure 1F) and CA12 as upregulated in 

two of four GSC cell lines (Figure 1G) compared to U87 cells. The independent expression of CA9 

and CA12 to CA2 was also described in Figure S2. Here, deferoxamine (DFO) induced hypoxia 

stimulates their mRNA expression in GBM cells and GSCs in a very different manner, protruding 

CA9 induced up to around 2,000 fold. 

To deeper analyze the function of CA2 in GBM cells, gain-of-function experiments were performed, 

generating stable cell clones expressing CA2 (U87_CA2 and U251_CA2) and control vector-

transfected cells (U87_Ctrl and U251_Ctrl). One representative clone was picked for further 

experiments, respectively. The stable overexpression of CA2 was confirmed on protein and mRNA 

levels in both cell lines (Figure 2A&C). Moreover, a higher proliferation rate was measured in 

U87_CA2 and U251_CA2 cells compared to their control transfected cell lines (Figure 2B&D), and 

CA2 expressing U251 cell lines showed an elevated invasion into Matrigel (Figure 2E&F). Metabolic 

changes induced by a stable CA2 expression were measured via “Seahorse Analysis” determining 

the mitochondrial oxygen consumption rate (OCR) and the extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) 

(Figure 2G-J). A higher OCR with stable CA2 expression was manifested by higher ATP production, 

maximal respiration, and basal respiration. In addition, a higher ECAR was shown through more 

elevated glycolysis and glycolytic capacity in both cell lines (p < 0.001).  

To investigate whether those metabolic changes depend on the enzymatic activity of CA2, cells 

were treated with either the pan-CA inhibitor acetazolamide (ACZ) or the more selective CA2 

inhibitor brinzolamide (BRZ) (Supuran, 2007, 2008). In Table S3&S4, the inhibitory effects of ACZ 

and BRZ are listed. Their molecular structures are depicted in Figure 3 A&B. After applying 100 µM 

or 400 µM ARZ or BRZ, metabolic changes in U251_Ctrl (Figure S3) and U251_CA2 (Figure 3C&D) 

were investigated. Interestingly, no differences in the OCR or ECAR of U251_Ctrl cells were 

detectable, whereas, in U251_CA2 cells, the OCRs and ECARs diminished with BRZ and even more 

with ACZ treatment. In a direct comparison of U251_Ctrl and U251_CA2 cells, significant decreases 

in the OCRs after ACZ (Figure 3E) and BRZ (Figure 3G) and the ECARs after ACZ (Figure 3F) and BRZ 

(Figure 3H) treatment were visible in CA2 expressing cells. Noticeably, the pan-CA inhibitor ACZ was 

more potent than the CA2 inhibitor BRZ. Next, we wondered if the induced invasion through stable 

CA2 expression could be inhibited via ACZ or BRZ treatment. Interestingly, with 400 µM ACZ and 

100 and 400 µM BRZ, a significantly reduced invasive behavior was observed in U251_CA2 cells 

(Figure 3I-L). In contrast, 100 µM ACZ caused no changes in the invasive behavior of U251_CA2 cells 

(Figure 3K), showing BRZ to be more potent in inhibiting invasiveness in CA2-expressing cells. In 
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comparison, no differences in invasive behavior were observed without a stable CA2 expression 

(Figure S4).  

Next, we investigated if sensitization to TMZ through BRZ treatment can be achieved, as previously 

shown for ACZ (Hannen et al., 2019). Thus, U87_Ctrl and U87_CA2 cells were treated with 500 µM 

TMZ, and U251_Ctrl and U251_CA2 cells with 30 µM TMZ, combined with 100 or 400 µM ACZ or 

BRZ for five days with subsequent measurement of cell viability via “CellTiter-Glo® (CTG) assay”. 

Interestingly, the TMZ co-treatment with BRZ caused synergistic effects at even lower 

concentrations with stable CA2 expression in both cell lines (Figure 4A&C). In contrast, only ACZ at 

a high dosage of 400 µM could augment the effect of TMZ in U87_CA2 compared to U87_Ctrl 

(Figure 4A), and in U251, the stable CA2 expression did not reinforce the synergistic effect of ACZ at 

all (Figure 4C). Moreover, stable CA2 expression leads to a more TMZ-resistant phenotype in both 

cell lines (Figure 4A&C). The synergistic effects of BRZ and TMZ are visible in both CA2-expressing 

cell lines, whereas ACZ caused reduced cell viability only in high dosage (Figure 4B&D). Regarding 

cytotoxicity, treating ACZ and BRZ alone did not impact cell viability. Only 400 µM BRZ showed a 

slow cytotoxic effect in U87_CA2 cells (Figure 4B).  

The higher capacity of BRZ than ARZ to sensitize to TMZ therapy was also observed in GSCs (Figure 

5). Here, three GSC cell lines were stimulated with TMZ for three or five days leading to an 

upregulation of the CA2 mRNA level (Figure 5A-C). GCS cell lines were treated with TMZ, ACZ, or 

BRZ in combination or alone for ten days (Figure 5D-G). Interestingly, in all three GSC cell lines, BRZ 

in co-treatment with TMZ significantly reduced cell viability compared to TMZ monotherapy (Figure 

5E-G) with striking morphological changes in sphere size and form (Figure 5D). As for ACZ, only a 

higher dosage in co-treatment enhanced the TMZ effect on cell viability significantly in two of three 

cell lines (Figure 5E-G) with striking morphological changes (Figure 5D). Speaking for the low 

cytotoxicity of ACZ and BRZ, no changes in morphology (Figure 5D) nor cell viability (Figure 5E-G) 

were detected after mono treatment. Whether combined BRZ would be more effective than 

combined ACZ in long-term TMZ-resistant GSCs (GSC_TMZ) (Hannen et al., 2019) was investigated 

next. With TMZ-resistance, strongly upregulated CA2 and CA12 mRNA levels were observed (p < 

0.001, Figure 6A&C), whereas CA9, on the contrary, was downregulated (p < 0.05 compared to 

DMSO, Figure 6B). Moreover, the p-gp and the bicarbonate cotransporter solute carrier family 4 

member 4 (SLC4A4) mRNA levels were elevated with TMZ-resistance (Figure 6D&G), whereas the 

mRNA level of MCT1 and MCT4 did not change (Figure 6E&F). The combined treatment of high-

dose BRZ with TMZ inhibited cell viability significantly compared to TMZ mono treatment (Figure 

6J) in those TMZ-resistant cells with high CA2 mRNA (Figure 6A) and protein levels (Figure S5). In 

contrast, the combinatorial treatment of ACZ and TMZ did not reduce cell viability significantly 

(Figure 6J). In addition, the GSC_DMSO cell line did not show any significant inhibitory effects with 

ACZ, BRZ, ACZ + TMZ, or BRZ + TMZ compared to TMZ treatment alone. Microscopic pictures 
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showed morphological changes with TMZ monotherapy and combinatorial therapy of ACZ and BRZ 

but not with ACZ or BRZ monotherapy (Figure 6H).  

Lastly, we aimed to discover the mechanism of how BRZ augments cell death in combination with 

TMZ. Since TMZ can induce autophagy (Escamilla-Ramírez et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2020), we 

wondered if BRZ can enhance this effect, thereby overcoming resistance mechanisms preventing 

autophagy. To target this, we tested for microtubule-associated protein 1A/1B-light chain 3 (LC3) II 

puncta formation visible via immunohistochemistry (Figure 7A) and LC3II protein expression (Figure 

7C-G). LC3II is the lapidated form of LC3I and is autophagosome-related. An enhancement of 

autophagy is measurable via the conversation from LC3I to LC3II (Scherz-Shouval et al., 2007). Next 

to LC3II, p62 protein levels were quantified to mark autophagic flux (Figure 7C-G, (Bjørkøy et al., 

2009). Interestingly, with a combinatorial BRZ treatment, LC3II puncta formation was enhanced in 

U251_CA2 cells (Figure 7A&B). Moreover, an increased LC3II and decreased p62 protein expression 

after combinatorial BRZ treatment were observed in U251_CA2 but not U251_Ctrl cells (Figure 

7C&D). Similar results were found in U87_Ctrl and U87_CA2 cells (Figure S6). Moreover, three GCS 

cell lines were tested with increased LC3II and decreased p62 protein expression. As for the CA2 

protein level, an increased signal was observed with TMZ monotherapy and a significant reduction 

after combinatorial treatment of BRZ and TMZ (Figure 7D-G). 

4.1.2 Description of own contribution 

I participated in the development of the experimental design and methodology and elaborated and 

analyzed the data shown in Figure 1A-C. I compiled the information on the patients (Table S1&S2). 

4.2 The Metalloprotease-Disintegrin ADAM8 Alters the Tumor Suppressor miR-181a-5p 

Expression Profile in Glioblastoma Thereby Contributing to Its Aggressiveness 

Agnes Schäfer*, Lara Evers*, Lara Meier, Uwe Schlomann, Miriam H. A. Bopp, Gian-Luca Dreizner, Olivia Lassmann, 

Aaron Ben Bacha, Andreea-Cristina Benescu, Mirza Pojskic, Christian Preußer, Elke Pogge von Strandmann, Barbara 

Carl, Christopher Nimsky and Jörg W. Bartsch 

* These authors have contributed equally to this work. 

(2022) Frontiers in Oncology, 12. DOI: 10.3389/fonc.2022.826273 

4.2.1 Scientific summary 

Disintegrin and metalloproteases (ADAMs) participate in the mediation of tumor cell adhesion and 

migration as well as intracellular signaling (Murphy, 2008). ADAM8 is one particular family member 

contributing to the aggressiveness and progression leading to a poor prognosis in several tumor 

entities including GBM, breast cancer and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (Valkovskaya et al., 

2007; He et al., 2012; Romagnoli et al., 2014; Conrad et al., 2019). As a multidomain enzyme, 

ADAM8 mediates signaling pathways via its cytoplasmatic domain (CD) and disintegrin/cysteine-

rich domain (DIS/CYS-rich). This occurs either in an EGFR-independent manner (Schlomann et al., 

2015; Conrad et al., 2018) or EGFR-dependent manner (Liu et al., 2022b). Moreover, ADAM8 
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interacts with β1 integrin, activating FAK and the PI3K/AKT signaling pathway (Schlomann et al., 

2015; Awan et al., 2021) and it mediates the STAT3 signaling cascade (Li et al., 2021). Given this 

diverse and critical influence of ADAM8 on signaling pathways, we hypothesized whether the 

regulation of miRNAs by ADAM8 plays a role in mediating this influence. MiRNAs can modify many 

cancer progression-related pathways (Ali Syeda et al., 2020) by post-transcriptionally regulating 

protein expression (O'Brien et al., 2018). Through binding to specific target mRNAs, miRNAs lead to 

the inhibition of translation or even to the degradation of mRNAs as part of the RISC complex 

(Fabian et al., 2010). In GBM, the tumor-suppressor miR-181a-5p is downregulated and targets 

oncogenic proteins like osteopontin (Ciafrè et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2015; Marisetty et al., 2020) 

and B-cell lymphoma 2 (BCL2) (Shi et al., 2008; Hu, 2010). Moreover, miR-181a-5p is predicted to 

regulate members of the MAPK pathway (Liu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017b). The MMP9 

expression correlates with ADAM8 in GBM and breast-cancer-derived brain metastasis (Conrad et 

al., 2018; Gjorgjevski et al., 2019). MMP9 is upregulated in GBM (Musumeci et al., 2015) and 

promotes especially tumor invasion, migration, metastasis, and proliferation (Huang, 2018). 

Exploring also the influence of ADAM8 on extracellular signaling, we thematized EVs, which are 

critical mediators of cellular communication in the tumor microenvironment as they contain 

proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids like miRNAs as cargo (van Niel et al., 2018). In this study, we 

investigated the influence of ADAM8 on intra- and extracellular signaling pathways through its 

alteration of miRNA expression profiles, further exploring its correlation to MMP9 and its effect on 

tumor cell proliferation in GBM. 

To investigate the influence of ADAM8 on the expression of miRNAs, we generated stable ADAM8 

knockout clones of U87 cells (U87_KO) with the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 

repeats/CRISPR associated protein 9 (CRISPR/Cas9) homologous recombinant method using two 

guide RNAs. Two representative KO clones (U87_KO1 and U87_KO2) were selected for further 

analysis and compared to U87_CTRL cells with endogenous ADAM8 expression. The successful KO 

of ADAM8 was verified on mRNA level (Figure 1A), protein level (Figure 1B), and in cell culture 

supernatants via enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA, Figure 1C). Next, a miRNA PCR Array 

(Human Finder) was conducted, screening 84 different miRNAs with additional controls in U87_ 

clones and U87_CTRL cells (Figure 1D). Especially four miRNAs, miR-19a-3p, miR-29b-3p, miR-130a-

3p, and miR-181a-5p, were highly upregulated in U87_KO1 and U87_KO2 compared to U87_CTRL 

cells. Since only miR-181a-5p was upregulated via ERK1/2 inhibition (Supplementary Figure 2), we 

focused on this miRNA repressed by ADAM8. First, we confirmed the highly significant miR-181a-5p 

upregulation in the two representatives KO clones compared to CTRL (Figure 1E) and ten KO clones 

compared to ten ADAM8-expressing clones (Supplementary Figure 1). To expand this observation 

on other GBM cell lines, we tested U251, G28, G112, three patient-derived GBM cell lines (GBM29, 

GBM98, GBM42), and three patient-derived GSCs (GSC 2016/240, GSC 2017/74, GSC 2017/151) for 
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miR-181a-5p (Figure 1F) and ADAM8 mRNA expression (Figure 1G). Results were normalized to the 

expression in U87, respectively. Interestingly, a higher expression of miR-181a-5p in GSCs (p < 0.01) 

was observed, whereas the ADAM8 level was comparatively low. Pearson correlation analysis 

revealed a negative association between miR-181a-5p and ADAM8 in GSCs (Figure 1J), which was 

not verified in GBM cells (Figure 1H) and primary GBM cells (Figure 1I). Additionally, the 

downregulation of ADAM8, accomplished through small interfering RNA (siRNA) in GBM42 

(Supplementary Figure 3A), revealed an elevated miR-181a-5p expression (Supplementary Figure 

3B). Since U87 and GBM42 showed the highest ADAM8 level, those cells were selected for further 

analysis.  

Next, we aimed to investigate the miR-181a-5p downregulation through ADAM8 mechanistically. 

To target this, ADAM8-expressing U87 cells were treated with either Batimastat (BB-94) (Brown, 

1995) as broad-spectrum inhibitor of metalloproteases or with the selective ADAM8 inhibitor BK-

1361 (Schlomann et al., 2015) (Figure 2A). Treating cells with BB-94 led to a slight, not significant 

tendency of higher miR-181a-5p values, whereas the treatment with 5 or 10 µM BK-1361 

conducted in a significantly higher miR-181a-5p expression (p < 0.05). Focusing on ADAM8 

mediated signaling through its CD domain, a transient re-expression of ADAM8 lacking this critical 

domain (Delta CD) or a full-length transient rescue of ADAM8 (hA8) was accomplished in U87_KO2 

cells and confirmed via western blot (Figure 2B). Interestingly, the full-length ADAM8 rescue 

resulted in miR-181a-5p downregulation (Figure 2B, right). Contrary to this observation, the 

transfection of the Delta CD variant of ADAM8 did not change the miR-181a-5p expression (Figure 

2B, right). Moreover, a slight tendency of higher pSTAT3 occurrence was observed with full-length 

ADAM8 but not Delta CD variant rescue (Figure 2B). Treating U87 (Figure 2D) and GBM42 cells 

(Figure 2E) with the STAT3 inhibitor WP1066 (Iwamaru et al., 2007) resulted in elevated miR-181a-

5p levels (p < 0.05 and p < 0.001, respectively). In addition, MEK1/2 inhibitor U0126 (Favata et al., 

1998) treatment resulted in a slight upregulation of miR-181a-5p in U87 (Supplementary Figure 4A, 

p < 0.05) and no significant trend of higher miR-181a-5p level in GBM42 (Supplementary Figure 4B, 

p = 0.052). 

The question appeared whether the ADAM8-induced downregulation of miR-181a-5p contributed 

to the aggressiveness of GBM in vitro. The upregulation of miR-181a-5p in U87_KO2 cells was 

accompanied with a reduced proliferation rate (Figure 3A, p < 0.0001). MiR-181a-5p mimic 

transfection also attenuated the cellular proliferation in U87 cells (Figure 3B, p < 0.05). MMP9 

expression levels are associated with elevated proliferation in GBM (Xue et al., 2017; Huang, 2018), 

and a strong downregulation of MMP9 mRNA was seen in U87_KO1 and U87_KO2 (Figure 3C, left, 

p < 0.001). This effect was partially recapitulated with the miR-181a-5p mimic transfection in U87 

cells (Figure 3C, right, p < 0.001). Next to significantly decreased MMP9 mRNA levels, less secreted 

MMP9 was measurable in cellular supernatants (Figure 3D, left, p < 0.05), and less MMP9 was 
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detected via western blot analysis in cell lysates (Figure 3D, right). Comparably, miR-181a-5p mimic 

transfection induced decreased SPP1 and secreted osteopontin levels (Supplementary Figure 7). 

Since there is no direct binding side of miR-181a-5p to the potential target mRNA of MMP9, we 

aimed to investigate an indirect influence of miR-181a-5p on the MMP9 expression. Interestingly, 

critical members of the MAPK pathway, CREB-1, MEK1, and ERK2, are distinguished by a 

complementary sequence and binding side for miR-181a-5p predicted by “miRDB” and 

“TargetScan” prediction tools (Supplementary Table 1). Western blot analysis revealed decreased 

protein levels of pERK1/2 and pCREB-1 and no influence on their unphosphorylated forms induced 

by miR-181a-5p mimic transfection (Figure 3E). Moreover, the inhibition of MEK1/2 by U0126 

resulted in decreased MMP9 protein level in U87 and GBM42 (Supplementary Figure 5), whereas 

the miR-181a-5p mimic transfection had no influence on STAT3 or pSTAT3 status in U87 and 

GBM42 (Supplementary Figure 6).  

Next to the intracellular influence of ADAM8 on signaling cascades via miR-181a-5p inhibition, we 

aimed to explore its extracellular effects in the TME through EV secretion. Firstly, we separated EVs 

from cellular supernatants of U87_CTRL, U87_KO1, and U87_KO2 and characterized them 

regarding their size and concentration (Figure 4A&B). Interestingly, a higher occurrence of smaller 

EVs secreted from both KO clones was observed compared to secreted EVs from U87_CTRL cells. 

The successful EV separation was verified with the presence of FLOTILLIN-1 and CD81 EV markers 

(Figure 4C) and the absence of CALNEXIN and β-TUBULIN known to be predominantly expressed in 

the cellular fractions. After characterization, EVs were tested for miR-181a-5p occurrence (Figure 

4D). The presence of miR-181a-5p was measurable in EVs derived from U87_CTRL, U87_KO1, and 

U87_KO2 cells, with a tendency of a higher amount in KO-derived EVs. To ensure that higher miR-

181a-5p occurrence in U87_KO derived EVs is due to the higher cellular amounts of miR-181a-5p, 

we transfected U87_CTRL cells with miR-181a-5p mimic before EV separation resulting in twenty-

eight-fold higher miR-181a-5p presence in EVs (Supplementary Figure 8). Moreover, the possible 

uptake of EVs was demonstrated via carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE) staining and 

immunofluorescence (Supplementary Figure 9A). The incubation of U87 cells with U87_KO2-

derived EVs decreased MMP9 expression (Supplementary Figure 9B). Moreover, incubating U87 

cells with EVs derived from miR-181a-5p mimic or inhibitor-transfected cells demonstrated the 

cross-cell influence of miR-181a-5p wrapped in EVs (Supplementary Figure 9C). EVs from mimic-

transfected cells showed an inhibitory effect on soluble MMP9 occurrence, whereas EVs from 

inhibitor-transfected cells did not. 

Lastly, we examined the possibility of transferring our in vitro results to clinical observations 

investigating tumor tissue samples derived from twenty-two patients diagnosed with primary GBM 

IDH wildtype (Table 1). Comparing the mRNA expression levels of ADAM8 and MMP9 with miR-

181a-5p, the high upregulation of these oncogenes was visible (Figure 5A, p < 0.001). Afterward, 
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the patients were divided into subgroups according to high or low ADAM8 or miR-181a-5p levels 

(Supplementary Figure 10). Interestingly, MMP9 was upregulated in the subgroup with high 

ADAM8 expression (Figure 5B, p = 0.001). This strong connection was confirmed by their high 

positive correlation in mRNA expression levels (Figure 5D). In contrast, no high or low miR-181a-5p 

association was observed with high or low ADAM8 and MMP9 levels (Figure 5B). The mRNA levels 

of ADAM8 and MMP9 showed no correlation to miR-181a-5p (Figure 5D). The single miR-181a-5p 

expression patterns listing each patient are demonstrated in Figure 5C. To limit the high 

heterogeneity of GBM to a certain extent, we determined the ADAM8, MMP9, and miR-181a-5p 

levels in tissue samples obtained by MR-spectroscopy-guided surgery from a selected patient 

(Figure 5E). Detailed histological and spectroscopic information on every tissue part are 

summarized in Supplementary Table 2. Interestingly, starting from non-tumorous access tissue, 

high miR-181a-5p and low ADAM8 and MMP9 values were detected, but with further approaching 

the tumor core, low miR-181a-5p and high ADAM8 and MMP9 values were measured (Figure 

5F&G). Moreover, analyzing miR-181a-5p occurrence in serum-derived EVs of three selected 

patients suffering from initial GBM with a subsequent recurrence, decreased levels after the first 

surgery (Figure 5H) and a tendency of elevated levels after the second surgery (Figure 5I) were 

measured. Moreover, comparing the occurrence of serum-EVs separated before the first and 

second surgery, a significant decrease of the tumor-suppressor miR-181a-5p was measured before 

the second surgery (Figure 5J). 

In conclusion, we summarized our findings schematically in Figure 6, describing the 

ADAM8/STAT3&MAPK/miR-181a-5p/MAPK/MMP9 axis and a new mechanism of ADAM8 

regulating critical pathways promoting GBM progression. 

4.2.2 Description of own contribution 

As a personal contribution to the publication, experiments were performed, including planning 

their setup and analyzing and designing the results of Figures 1A-C, Figure 1E-J, Figure 2, Figure 3, 

Figure 4, Figure 5A-C, Figure 5F-J, and Supplementary Figures 1, 3-10. I participated in writing the 

manuscript. In addition, the medical doctoral candidate and human biology students Lara Evers, 

Gian-Luca Dreizner, Olivia Lassmann, and Aaron Ben Bacha worked under my supervision. 

4.3 Identification of Dysregulated microRNAs in Glioblastoma Stem-like Cells 

Lara Evers*, Agnes Schäfer*, Raffaella Pini, Kai Zhao, Susanne Stei, 

Christopher Nimsky and Jörg W. Bartsch 

* These authors have contributed equally to this work. 

(2023), Brain Sciences, 13 (2): 350. DOI: 10.3390/brainsci13020350 

4.3.1 Scientific summary 

GSCs are distinguished as a small but powerful self-renewing subpopulation of GBM tumor cells 

(Lathia et al., 2015). They are partially responsible for developing GBM recurrence due to their 

https://doi.org/10.3390/brainsci13020350
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inducement of radio-/chemoresistance (Garnier et al., 2019) or occurrence in perivascular niches. 

Their ability to differentiate into multi-lineages contributes to GBM heterogeneity (Lathia et al., 

2015). The miRNA expression pattern changes during GSC differentiation into astrocytic tumor 

cells, and GCSs are proposed to have a unique miRNA expression profile (Shea et al., 2016). As 

miRNAs are significant post-transcriptionally modulators of gene expression (O'Brien et al., 2018), 

they highly influence critical cancer progression-related pathways like proliferation, apoptosis, and 

angiogenesis (Buruiană et al., 2020). Here, we investigated the changes in miRNA expression 

pattern during GSC differentiation and revealed essential miRNAs involved in the GSC maintenance 

and GBM progression. 

Firstly, three patient-derived GSC cell lines (2016/240, 2017/74, and 2017/151) were characterized 

regarding their stem cell phenotype and property of differentiation. The clinical information and 

histopathological features are depicted in Table 1. Based on their morphological characteristics, 

GSCs grew as non-adherent neurospheres (Figure 1A, left). After their differentiation, the cells grew 

as attached monolayers and exhibited long and star-shaped protrusions (Figure 1A, right). On the 

molecular level, high mRNA levels of the established cancer stem-like cell marker  CD133 (Singh et 

al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006; Barzegar Behrooz et al., 2019) were detected in GSC cells with a 

significant decrease during differentiation (Figure 1B, left). On the contrary, the mRNA expression 

of glial fiber acid protein (GFAP) as a hallmark of reactive astrocytes and intermediate filament 

(BIGNAMI and DAHL, 1976) was low in all three GSCs and elevated with differentiation highly 

significantly (Figure 1B, right). To deeper characterize the stemness, more cancer-stem-like markers 

were tested (Lathia et al., 2015). At the mRNA level, SOX2 and Nestin showed less consistent trends 

(Figure S1B&C) and CD44 was increased in differentiated cells (Figure S1A). SOX2 protein was highly 

expressed in all three GCS cell lines with diminished occurrence in differentiated cells, whereas the 

GFAP levels were induced with differentiation (Figure 1C&D). Noticeable is the clear distinction of 

those protein markers in 2017/74 and 2017/151, whereas 2016/240 showed fewer intrinsic 

differences and shallow GFAP levels.  

A pathway-focused miRNA PCR array was conducted to analyze the changes in miRNA expression 

patterns with GSC differentiation (Figure 2A). To realize this, miRNA samples from all three GSC cell 

lines or their corresponding differentiated cells were pooled and used at the same miRNA 

concentration. The heatmap in Figure 2A describes all eighty-four tested miRNAs with an 

upregulation (green) and downregulation (red) in GSCs. Via scatter plot analysis, twenty-two 

miRNAs were found to be overexpressed in GSCs, whereas nine miRNAs were overexpressed in 

differentiated astrocytic tumor cells (Figure 2B). MiRNAs were interpreted as dysregulated with 

exhibiting fold regulation > 2 or < 2 using the “Qiagen” analysis tool. Detailed analysis of those 

thirty-one miRNAs revealed ten highly dysregulated miRNAs (Figure 2C and Table 2). Table 2 

summarizes the thorough literature research on those ten miRNAs focusing on their general role 
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and current status in GBM and GSCs. Notably, four members of the let-7a miRNA family and miR-

223-3p were highly expressed in differentiated cells, known as tumor-suppressor miRNA. In 

particular, miR-223-3p enhances the radiation sensitivity by targeting the ATM (Liang et al., 2014), 

and all four let-7a miRNA family members and miR-223-3p are predicted to target the stem-like 

marker Musashi-2 (Kehl et al., 2020). Contrary, miR-425-5p, miR-17-5p, miR-30c-5p, miR-424-5p, 

and miR-195-5p feature a strongly elevated expression in GSCs. 

Of those ten highly dysregulated miRNAs, miR-425-5p, miR-17-5p, miR-223-3p, and let-7a-5p were 

considered most potentially involved in GSC differentiation (Table 2). Before further functional 

analysis, we aimed to validate the observations of up- or downregulation with differentiation in 

each GSC cell line separately (Figure 3A&B, Figure S2). MiR-425-5p was the most consistently and 

significantly upregulated in each GSC cell line except 2016/240, showing only a trend of lower 

expression in differentiated cells (Figure 3A&B). Also, miR-17-5p was verified as highly upregulated 

in GSCs except for 2016/240 (Figure S2A). The upregulation of let-7a-5p and miR-223-3p in 

differentiated cells could not be validated (Figure S2B&C).  

Focusing on miR-425-5p as the most consistently overexpressed miRNA in GSCs, we aimed to 

explore its potential role in maintaining the GSC phenotype by targeting GFAP. For this purpose, we 

transiently transfected the patient-derived GBM42 and GBM100 cell lines with a miR-425-5p mimic 

(Figure 3C) and tested for protein levels of the known target PTEN (Zhou et al., 2020) and the 

“miRPathDB 2.0” predicted candidate GFAP (Kehl et al., 2020) (Figure 3D-G). Indeed, the miR-425-

5p transfection significantly reduced GFAP and PTEN expression in GBM100 (Figure 3D&E, p < 

0.05). Contrary, the inhibition of GFAP and PTEN by miR-425-5p mimic-transfection was not verified 

in GBM42 cells (Figure 3F&G).  

The ten most dysregulated miRNAs with GSC differentiation (Table 2) were further analyzed 

bioinformatically by “Kyoto Ecyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)” enrichment analysis 

(Figure 4A). Depicting the numbers and significance of miRNAs involved in critical cancer 

progression-related pathways, the pathways “Signaling pathways regulating pluripotency of stem 

cells” and “PI3-AKT signaling pathway” turned out to be the most significant and in GBM important 

influenced signaling cascades. The miRNA/mRNA target relationship including all ten miRNAs 

modulating “Signaling pathways regulating pluripotency of stem cells” (Figure 4A) is depicted in 

Figure 4B as a chord plot, visualizing the miRNA contribution to either GSC differentiation or 

maintenance. 

4.3.2 Description of own contribution 

I designed, performed, and analyzed the experiments in Figure 1C&D, Figure 3A-G, Figure S1A-C, 

and Figure S2A-C. Moreover, I contributed to reviewing and editing the writing part of the 

manuscript. The medical doctoral candidate Lara Evers worked under my supervision.  
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Inhibition of Carbonic Anhydrase 2 Overcomes Temozolomide Resistance in 

Glioblastoma Cells 

Based on our group’s previous publication (Hannen et al., 2019), we aimed to explore the 

mechanistic background of the sensitization to TMZ treatment via ACZ in TMZ-resistant GSCs. For 

the first time, Hannen et al. revealed CA2 to be induced in TMZ-resistant GSCs and patient-

matched rGBM tissues compared to their iGBM, respectively (n=8). We expanded the patient 

cohort with additional ten patient-matched samples and confirmed the upregulation of CA2 in 

rGBM. Under physiological conditions, CA2 is mainly expressed by oligodendrocytes and, therefore, 

in myelin sheaths (Kumpulainen and Korhonen, 1982; Haapasalo et al., 2020) and shows variable 

expression patterns in astrocytes suggesting relatively low levels (Roussel et al., 1979; Kimelberg et 

al., 1982; Snyder et al., 1983; Haapasalo et al., 2020). Contrary, Ghandour and colleagues found 

CA2 highly expressed in astrocytes (Ghandour et al., 1981; Stridh et al., 2012). Interestingly, CA2 

was also found in amoeboid and reactive microglial cells, while resting microglial cells were 

negative for CA2 (Nógrádi, 1993; Haapasalo et al., 2020). Although the CA2 expression by reactive 

microglia must be further validated, an accumulation of CA2 in rGBM could be partially due to the 

expansion of TAMs in rGBM (Cosenza-Contreras, manuscript in preparation) since TAMs consist of 

tissue-resident microglia and invaded bone marrow-derived macrophages. TAMs can make up to 

40% of the tumor mass and are known to support tumor growth by releasing a broad panel of 

factors stimulating tumor growth and invasion in GBM (Buonfiglioli and Hambardzumyan, 2021). 

Hence, it would be interesting to investigate the CA2 expression in TAMs and their influence on 

glial tumor cells. For instance, Ye et al. observed a higher invasive potential of CD133+ GSCs after 

being cocultured with TAMs and traced this observation back to the release of TGF-β1 by TAMs 

inducing MMP-9 expression in GSCs (Ye et al., 2012). Thus, extracellular acidification as one 

significant tumor-promoting result of CA2 overexpression (Lindskog, 1997; Parkkila, 2008) could be 

caused by CA2-expressing tumor cells, GSCs, and also by CA2-expressing tumor-promoting TAMs 

activating signal transduction and proteolytic pathways, which lead to more aggressiveness 

facilitating invasion and metastatic behavior (Martínez-Zaguilán et al., 1996; Raghunand et al., 

2003). In a study of two hundred-fifty-five diffuse astrocytic and seventy-one oligodendroglial 

tumors, Haapasalo et al. demonstrated the highest expression of CA2 in glioblastoma and 

oligodendroglioma with an accumulation in tumor cells’ cytoplasm or neovascular endothelial cells, 

which underlines the metabolic function of CA2 (Haapasalo et al., 2007). In meningiomas, CA2 was 

positively correlated with tumor proliferation rates and histological grade (Korhonen et al., 2009), 

which highly underlines the oncogenic role of CA2. In agreement with these findings, our “TCGA” 

and “GTEx” analysis revealed a significantly higher expression of CA2 in GBM tumor tissues 

compared to normal brain samples.  
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In low-grade astrocytomas and grade 4 glioblastoma, CA9 immunostaining is the most dominant 

compared to CA2 and CA12 showing only faint signals (Haapasalo et al., 2020). Proescholdt and 

colleagues found 97% of tested GBMs to be CA9 positive (Proescholdt et al., 2005; Haapasalo et al., 

2020). We observed an opposite expression trend of CA2 and CA12 to CA9. Our patient-derived 

GSCs expressed significantly higher CA2 and CA12 mRNA levels than GBM cells, whereas CA9 was 

enriched in GBM cells. The small subpopulation GSCs distinguished as a source of rGBM (Lathia et 

al., 2015) could make up the faint CA2 immunohistochemical staining indicated in Haapasalo et al., 

2020, in line with our observation of higher mRNA levels in this subpopulation compared to GBM 

cell lines and in line with the CA2 co-localization with SOX2+ expressing GSCs in three selected 

patients. Even though we did not detect changes in CD133 levels comparing rGBM and iGBM, 

which indicates no increase of CD133+ GSCs in rGBM, we saw a significant increase in the p-gp 

mRNA expression in rGBM. For one thing, the upregulation of this drug-efflux protein displays the 

multidrug-resistance mechanism (Seelig, 2020). On the other hand, this also might indicate the 

evaluated presence of a GCS fraction since p-gp is highly activated in GSCs (Daood et al., 2008; 

Rodriguez et al., 2022). As expected, we saw CA9 highly upregulated with DFO-induced hypoxia, 

independent of CA2 and CA12 expression, which were comparably low affected. This observation 

indicates the critical role of CA9 during hypoxia, a hallmark of GBM (Harris, 2002; Park and Lee, 

2022).  CA9 is located on the surface of hypoxic tumor cells, where it can hydrate carbon dioxide to 

bicarbonate and a proton. Bicarbonate can be converted back to carbon dioxide by cytoplasmatic 

CA2 and diffuse back into the extracellular space, closing the circle (Parkkila, 2008) and leading to 

proton accumulation in the extracellular compartment, thereby contributing to acidification 

(Swietach et al., 2007). RNAi experiments also show that CA9 is crucial for tumor survival and 

growth in hypoxia (Robertson et al., 2004), and CA9 is described in several brain tumors, including 

astrocytomas as a hypoxia-induced factor (Haapasalo et al., 2020).  In one particular study, Erpolat 

et al. verified CA9 evaluated with hypoxia or as a single factor in high-grade astrocytomas (n = 172), 

indicating shorter overall survival and suggested using a combination of hypoxic predictive markers 

such as CA9, osteopontin, and HIF-1α (Erpolat et al., 2013). Thus, we confirmed the strong 

induction and a critical role for CA9 under hypoxic conditions in GBM. 

Nevertheless, we mainly aimed to describe the CA2 expression in GSCs and rGBM. Its upregulation 

in rGBM tissue, together with p-gp, the co-expression with SOX2, and the upregulation in GSCs, 

speaks for it. But there is a need to validate our results by exploiting an expanded patient cohort 

and, for instance, testing a co-expression of CA2 with a marker for GSCs, but also a marker 

expressed by the broad tumor bulk such as GFAP. Our results support the initial findings in Hannen 

et al. that CA2 is upregulated in rGBM and associated with GSCs. More importantly, Hannen et al. 

found CA2 enriched in TMZ-resistant GSCs, indicating that CA2 is part of a critical resistance 

mechanism that urgently needs further exploration. 
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Unlike the isozymes CA9 and CA12, CA2 is a cytosolic protein located at the inner cell membrane 

(Haapasalo et al., 2020). The zinc-containing enzymes catalyze the key reaction for pH regulation, 

the reverse hydration of carbon dioxide (CO2 + H2O <=> HCO3
- + H+) (Meldrum and Roughton, 1933; 

Lindskog, 1997). Many of them, also the widely expressed CA2, are associated with specific tumor 

entities (Haapasalo et al., 2020). As a proton exchanger, CA2 contributes to extracellular 

acidification, which is linked to tumor progression (Parkkila, 2008). On the other side, CA2 is 

reported to enhance the lactate transport through direct binding to the C-terminus of MCT1 

(Becker et al., 2005; Stridh et al., 2012) and MCT4 (Becker et al., 2010). In cancer, carbonic 

anhydrases, including the isozyme CA2 contribute to aerobic glycolysis (Warburg Effect), enhancing 

the symport of lactate with a proton by, for instance, directly binding MCT1 (Becker et al., 2005), 

thereby contributing to extracellular acidification (Swietach et al., 2007; Becker, 2020). Recently, 

CA2 was suggested to interact with the main proton pump vacuolar ATPase, inducing extracellular 

acidification and controlling the energy flow (Paunescu et al., 2008). Since many drugs, including 

TMZ, function under physiological pH values (Stéphanou and Ballesta, 2019), the extracellular 

acidification induced by CA2 is contra-productive for efficient therapy. Hence, we hypothesized 

that the extracellular acidification caused by CA2 is one resistance mechanism of GSCs in rGBM and 

can be targeted by carbonic anhydrase inhibitors. To explore the metabolic influence of CA2, we 

overexpressed this metalloenzyme in two GBM cell lines. Indeed, we confirmed higher 

mitochondrial basal respiration, ATP production, maximal respiration, and glycolytic activity by 

measuring the OCR and ECAR levels. Thus, we could confirm the functional overexpression of CA2 

in both GBM cell lines as a basis for further experiments. Similarly, Silagi and colleagues measured 

the extracellular acidification associated with CA9 and CA12 and their dependency on the 

transcription factor HIF in nucleus pulposus cells without referencing CA2 (Silagi et al., 2018).  

As an additional experiment underlining the oncogenic role of CA2 in the TME, we observed higher 

infiltration rates with a stable CA2 overexpression in U251. This observation was particularly 

interesting since the aggressive invasion is one GBM hallmark shared by all GBM subtypes leading 

to the impossibility of removing the whole tumor by surgery (Vollmann-Zwerenz et al., 2020). 

Extracellular acidification is induced by carbonic anhydrases, as shown by us and others. Firstly 

described in melanoma cells, culturing tumor cells with the medium of acidic pH value leads to 

higher invasion rates through relatively more activated gelatinase B (MMP9) (Martínez-Zaguilán et 

al., 1996). Now it has been discovered that the change in pH value in the TME can stimulate the HIF 

function (Filatova et al., 2016) and activates MMPs (Cong et al., 2014), which consequently leads to 

enhanced degradation of extracellular matrix proteins like gelatin, collagen, laminin, and 

fibronectin (Zhong et al., 2010), thereby causing higher invasion rates. The hypoxia-induced 

transcription factor HIF enhances the CA9 expression (Swietach et al., 2007), creating a positive 

feedback loop. HIF induces glycolysis through its transcriptional upregulation of glucose transporter 
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and glycolytic enzymes (Pasteur, 1861; Kierans and Taylor, 2021). The resulting energy in the form 

of ATP and biosynthetic precursors is essential for cell division, invasion, and migration (Zhou et al., 

2022). This could describe an indirect mechanism of CA2 inducing glycolysis and invasion, next to 

its known binding to MCT1/4 supporting the lactate/proton symport (Becker et al., 2005; Becker et 

al., 2010). Because of this pH change in the TME, the high expression of CA2 in neovascularized 

endothelial cells (Haapasalo et al., 2007), and its expression in astrocytes, which are critical for the 

formation of the BBB (Watkins et al., 2014), one could hypothesize that CA2 also supports the 

infiltration of bone-marrow-derived immune cells. Haapasalo and colleagues depicted a clear 

association between high CA2 expression in endothelial cells and poor prognosis in patients with 

astrocytomas, underlining the importance of deeper analysis of invasive behavior associated with 

CA2 expression. Moreover, it has been studied that extracellular acidification is associated with 

inflammation (Okajima, 2013). For instance, an acidic tumor microenvironment was accompanied 

by human neutrophil activation and apoptosis repression (Trevani et al., 1999). We described the 

role of CA2-inducing invasion in GBM for the first time. Still, Tachibana and colleagues previously 

saw this connection in urinary bladder cancer, finding CA2 by proteome analysis and verifying their 

results with immunohistochemical staining (Tachibana et al., 2017). Thus, further investigations are 

necessary to explain the mechanistic background behind CA2-induced infiltration. Using the CA2-

specific inhibitor BRZ resulted in a higher inhibition of infiltration than the broad-spectrum inhibitor 

ACZ in CA2 overexpressing cells, specifically indicating CA2 to be the crucial isozyme of the carbonic 

anhydrase family inducing extracellular acidification and subsequent infiltration, reinforcing this 

theory, without a stable CA2 overexpression, neither BRZ nor ACZ induced changes in infiltration 

patterns. Hence, an immunohistochemical or realtime-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-

qPCR)-based characterization regarding the specific patients’ CA2 expression could enable a 

personalized therapy targeting CA2 and GBM infiltration, potentially contributing to the prevention 

of recurrence. 

We deeper analyzed the mechanism behind the usage of ACZ and BRZ, starting with metabolic 

changes. ACZ is a pan-CAI, and a “Food and Drug Administration” (FDA) approved drug in clinical 

use against glaucoma (Lemon et al., 2021). BRZ has been reported to have similar efficiency in 

treating glaucoma (Sugrue, 2000; Supuran, 2008). As in gliomas, the co-treatment of ACZ with TMZ 

shows synergistic effects (Das et al., 2008; Amiri et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2018) and is now in phase I 

clinical study for a combined treatment of iGBM and rGBM patients in the University of Chicago, US 

(https://clinicaltrials.gov; Study Number NCT03011671; accessed on 06 March 2023, Zhao et al., 

2021). As a pan-CAI, ACZ targets carbonic anhydrases involved in tumor suppression. For instance, 

CA10 acts as a tumor suppressor. It is downregulated by promotor CpG methylation with an 

implication in cell proliferation and apoptosis, demonstrating its role as a prognostic risk factor in 

renal cell carcinoma (Li et al., 2022). To circumvent undesirable side effects, we also tested BRZ 
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with a high efficiency against CA2 (Ki value = 3 nM) reported against the full-length enzyme 

compared to the Ki value of 12 nM in the case of ACZ (Supuran, 2008). Although BRZ also functions 

highly efficiently against the catalytic domain of CA12 (Ki value = 3 nM), the efficiency against the 

full-length enzyme is unknown and usually higher by orders of magnitude (Supuran, 2007, 2008). 

BRZ also features a Ki value of 0.9 nM for the full-length isoform CA6 and 2.8 nM for CA7. Although 

CA6 is predominantly expressed in salivary and mammalian glands (Supuran, 2008), CA7 is highly 

expressed in neurons and takes part in neuronal signal transduction in hippocampal neurons 

(Ruusuvuori et al., 2004; Haapasalo et al., 2020), so side effects targeting neurons have to be ruled 

out before clinical usage. Although we did not observe any toxic effect treating GBM cells with ACZ 

or BRZ alone, the combination with TMZ reduced cellular viability, which shall be discussed below. 

Hence, the impact of ACZ and especially BRZ in combination with TMZ on neurons and other 

surrounding cells should be addressed in further experiments, potentially by treating primary 

mouse-derived brain slices and subsequent staining for apoptotic markers like Annexin V (Rusch, 

manuscript in preparation). Nevertheless, treating CA2 overexpressing GBM cells with ACZ 

compared to BRZ resulted in the downregulation of OCRs and ECARs only in cell lines 

overexpressing CA2, indicating the critical role of CA2, with a higher potency observed with ACZ. 

We ascribed this observation to the additional inhibition of CA9 and CA12 through ACZ and not 

BRZ, independent of CA2 expressed and part of the regulation of the pH-value and ATP production 

contributing to extracellular acidification in gliomas (Parkkila, 2008; Haapasalo et al., 2007). 

To our knowledge, we were the first group to describe the more powerful sensitization to TMZ 

inducing cell death by treating CA2 overexpressing GBM cells and CA2 expressing patient-derived 

GSCs with BRZ than with ACZ, suggesting a potential mechanism to overcome TMZ-resistance and a 

critical role of CA2 in rGBM. Similar, Mujumdar and colleagues synthesized derivates from 

psammaplin C (1), the product of primary sulfonamide, and identified compound 55 as a potent 

inhibitor of CA12 (Ki = 0.56 nM) with further verification of overcoming TMZ-resistance in an 

orthotopic, patient-derived GBM xenograft model (Mujumdar et al., 2019). In another study, Boyd 

and colleagues showed a regression of GBM xenografts treated with TMZ and SLC-0111, a CA9 and 

CA12 inhibitor inducing DNA damage and cell cycle arrest in vitro (Boyd et al., 2017). These results 

highlight the promising potential of selective CAIs to target specific CA isozymes with minor side 

effects. Moreover, celecoxib acts as a selective CA2 inhibitor and is a cyclooxygenase inhibitor 

(Knudsen et al., 2004; Di Fiore et al., 2006; Haapasalo et al., 2020) in a currently completed clinical 

trial combinatory with eight other repurposed drugs in the combinatorial treatment with TMZ in 

rGBM in Ulm, Germany (https://clinicaltrials.gov; Study Number NCT02770378, accessed on 06 

March 2023). Interestingly, we observed a more TMZ-resistant phenotype in CA2 overexpressing 

cell lines, higher CA2 mRNA level after TMZ treatment in GSCs, and CA2 and CA12 were highly 

upregulated in TMZ-resistant GSCs. At the same time, CA9 was downregulated. All these results 
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indicate that CA2 and potentially CA12 are part of a resistance mechanism, while CA9 is 

downregulated as a reaction to TMZ-resistance. The CA9 downregulation as a consequence of TMZ-

resistance remains to be explained. Since CA9 is highly influenced by extracellular acidification 

(Sedlakova et al., 2014), describing the TMZ influence on extracellular pH-values would be 

interesting. TMZ efficiency depends highly on the pH-value, which should be optimally around the 

physiological level of 7.4 (Stéphanou and Ballesta, 2019). Still, the potential influence of TMZ on the 

pH value and, thereby, on CA9 remains to be discovered. 

GSCs combine several mechanisms to avoid TMZ or radiotherapy-induced cell death, including slow 

cell cycle kinetics suggesting a quiescent state, DNA repair mechanisms, multidrug-resistance, and 

exploiting the hypoxic microenvironment expressing HIF2α (Jackson et al., 2015). We ascribe the 

high presence of CA2 found in TMZ-resistant GSCs to a resistance mechanism (Hannen et al., 2019), 

which can be overcome by specific CA2 inhibition with BRZ more efficiently than with the pan-CAI 

ACZ in a TMZ co-treatment. As also proposed by Ortiz et al., we enhance the effect of TMZ by using 

a pH-regulating agent, directly targeting CA2 and inhibiting extracellular acidification. Still, there is 

a need to confirm the influence of BRZ on the intracellular pH values since we only measured pH 

values extracellularly. The importance of direct intracellular pH measurements emerges from a 

literature search since there was an assumption of acidic intracellular and extracellular pH values in 

the 1930s to 1980s based on the Warburg effect, but with the progression in technologies, 

intracellular pH measurements indicate now a mildly alkaline or near neutral pH value (Webb et al., 

2011; Hao et al., 2018). Thus, we hypothesized that CA2 inhibition leads to intracellular 

acidification, shifting the mildly alkaline pH to a physiological value. The observed upregulation of 

the sodium bicarbonate transporter SLC4A4 is hinting for more HCO3- and Na+ import and more 

conversion to CO2 by intracellular carbonic anhydrases like CA2 (Becker, 2020; Haapasalo et al., 

2020) driving the extracellular acidification, comparably as described in Silagi et al., 2018, also with 

the tendency of upregulation of MCT1 and MCT4. But a decrease in SLC4A4 expression with BRZ or 

ACZ treatment was not shown, which would be only an indirect assumption of intracellular pH 

values. Interestingly, we also measured highly elevated mRNA levels of p-gp in TMZ-resistant GSCs, 

indicating the additional inducement of the multidrug-resistance mechanism, highly activated in 

GSCs, (Seelig, 2020; Daood et al., 2008; Rodriguez et al., 2022) from multiple mechanisms and 

reminding of the heterogeneity beyond CA2. A connection between carbonic anhydrases and the 

expression of p-gp regarding TMZ-resistance is worth further studying since CA12 was already 

shown to be co-expressed with p-gp and necessary for the TMZ efflux in neurospheres building a 

new TMZ-resistance mechanism in GBM (Salaroglio et al., 2018). We supported these promising 

insights by detecting significantly upregulated g-pg and CA12 mRNA levels in TMZ-resistant GSCs. 

Collectively, our data suggest that BRZ is a more powerful synergistic agent for TMZ than ACZ, 

assuming high cellular CA2 levels. Although we validated the important role of CA9 in extracellular 
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acidification under hypoxia, we did not see a connection to TMZ-resistance as we see it for CA2, 

which is highly upregulated in GSCs and even higher in TMZ-resistant GSCs or after TMZ treatment 

in GBM cells. Conversely, CA9 was downregulated in GSCs and TMZ-resistant GSCs. Thus, we justify 

paying more attention to CA2, which contributes to TMZ-resistance. But more studies are arguing 

for a specific CA9 inhibition to overcome TMZ-resistance in GBM (Amiri et al., 2016; Boyd et al., 

2017). Hence, there is a need to explore the isozymes of the carbonic anhydrase family in more 

detail to enable an efficient TMZ treatment under optimal pH conditions. So, someday there will be 

personalized therapy as a drug cocktail based on the expression pattern of, for instance, CA2 and 

CA9 as part of a personalized treatment regimen in GBM patients.  

The question remained, how BRZ augments the TMZ effect reducing cell viability. Since apoptotic 

pathways are inhibited in GBM and hypoxia-induced HIF augments mitochondrial autophagy (Bellot 

et al., 2009; Escamilla-Ramírez et al., 2020), we wonder if the combined treatment with TMZ and 

CAI induces autophagy leading to cell death more than the treatment with TMZ alone. Indeed, we 

measured an enhancement of autophagy with the increased conversation from LC3I to LC3II 

(Scherz-Shouval et al., 2007) and the reduction of p62 protein levels (Bjørkøy et al., 2009). 

Comparably to our survival analysis, we saw stronger effects using BRZ/TMZ compared to 

ACZ/TMZ, suggesting that the unspecific inhibition of several carbonic anhydrases could cause 

compensatory effects leading to cell survival. Some comparable studies indicate that CAI inhibitors 

induce autophagy and cell death. For instance, in breast cancer, ACZ was shown to induce 

autophagy resulting in cell death by the increased expression of transformation-related protein 53 

(p53), damage-regulated autophagy modulator (DRAM), autophagy related 5 (ATG5), beclin 1 

(BCLN1) / B-cell lymphoma 2 (BCL-2) ratio, and a decrease of AKT1 along with an increase of PTEN 

expression (Mohammadpour et al., 2014). Gul and colleagues synthesized new 

dibenzenesulfonamides inducing apoptosis and autophagy and inhibiting CA9 and CA12 in different 

tumor cell lines (Gul et al., 2018). The molecular mechanism of CAs and specific CA isozymes 

inhibiting autophagy, or at least the molecular mechanism behind CA inhibition inducing 

autophagy, must be further elucidated. Here, it also have to be considered that tumor cells induce 

autophagy to adapt to a hypoxic microenvironment in the first stage (Escamilla-Ramírez et al., 

2020). Nevertheless, it is conceivable that tumor cells induce autophagy as a reaction to CA 

inhibition since the machinery of ATP production by glycolysis is affected. By this, the existing intra- 

and extracellular pH values, meaning essential TME conditions, will change. The autophagy 

inhibitor 3-methyladenin led to more cell death (Zhao, unpublished data), so we could postulate 

that autophagy might have a protective function. Noticeably, we show that the TMZ-induced 

autophagy is enhanced with ACZ and even more with BRZ, possibly due to the intracellular pH shift 

to a physiological level. Here, carbonic anhydrases like CA9 could be activated by HIF (Swietach et 
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al., 2007) to contribute to extracellular acidification and aerobic glycolysis, thereby helping to 

adapt to the hypoxic microenvironment and autophagy to recycle cellular organelles and proteins.  

5.2 The Metalloprotease-Disintegrin ADAM8 Alters the Tumor Suppressor miR-181a-5p 

Expression Profile in Glioblastoma Thereby Contributing to Its Aggressiveness 

Based on the indications in other tumor entities that ADAM8 can regulate specific miRNA 

expression profiles (Das et al., 2016; Verel-Yilmaz et al., 2021), we aimed to investigate its potential 

influence on miRNAs further exploring its tumor-promoting role in GBM. With two representative 

clones of a stable CRISPR/Cas9 induced ADAM8 KO in U87 GBM cells, we performed a miRNA PCR 

array and found four miRNAs consistently and strongly upregulated compared to U87_CTRL cells. 

Of these miRNAs, only miR-181a-5p was upregulated with ERK1/2 inhibition, indicating a potential 

regulatory pathway. Comparably, Das and colleagues described the ADAM8-dependent regulation 

of miR-720 expression via binding of ADAM8 to Integrin β1 and subsequent activation of the ERK 

signaling cascade, leading to increased miR-720 expression in breast cancer cell lines (Das et al., 

2016). The induction of pERK levels by ADAM8 was described in brain, breast, and pancreatic 

cancer (Conrad et al., 2019). Hence, we focused on miR-181a-5p being potentially regulated by 

ADAM8-induced signaling. MiR-181a is known as tumor suppressor miRNA, matching its 

downregulation induced by the oncoprotein and multidomain enzyme ADAM8. Recently, miR-

181a-5p was described as a potential prognostic and diagnostic biomarker in glioma patients, being 

downregulated in elderly patients, in IDH1 WT tumors or high-grade compared to low-grade 

astrocytomas. Its downregulation is significantly associated with a low overall rate survival analyzed 

in tissue samples of seventy-eight 2 to 4 grade glioma patients (Valiulyte et al., 2022). This study 

was in line with observations from Huang and colleagues, which investigated the downregulation of 

miR-181a-5p and negative correlation with target genes via a gene microarray in GBM (HUANG et 

al., 2016), and we could also verify a downregulation of miR-181a-5p compared to ADAM8 in GBM 

tissue samples (n = 22). Interestingly, analyzing different GBM cells, patient-derived cells, and 

patient-derived GSCs, we detected a negative correlation of miR-181a-5p with ADAM8 only in GSCs 

with enriched miR-181a-5p and low ADAM8 levels. Contrary to our findings of high miR-181a-5p 

levels in GSCs, Huang and colleagues found miR-181a-5p to be downregulated, inhibiting GSC 

formation by targeting Notch2 mRNA underlining its tumor-suppressor role (HUANG et al., 2017). 

Critically viewed, they based their experiments on U87MG and U373MG GBM cells and their 

formation of GSCs, whereas we performed our experiments with patient-derived GSCs, but also 

with GSCs derived from three patients. Since miR-181a-5p can inhibit proliferation by targeting F-

box protein 11 shown in U251 GBM cells (Wen et al., 2020b), the high occurrence of miR-181a-5p 

in GSCs could contribute to the suggested quiescent state depicted by slow cell cycle kinetics 

(Jackson et al., 2015) thereby avoiding alkylating agents like TMZ, which target high proliferative 

cells. Yet, this would describe an oncogenic role of miR-181a-5p in GSCs and needs further 
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evaluation to explain its particular role in the proliferation and survival regulation of GSCs. Contrary 

to this theory, Sun and colleagues recently reported that miR-181a-5p is decreased in hippocampal 

neural stem cells. Once overexpressed, miR-181a-5p targets PTEN, thereby supporting AKT 

signaling and neural stem cell proliferation (Sun et al., 2023). Nevertheless, they investigated 

neural stem cells in the context of aging and not neoplasia, giving miR-181a-5p a “healing” role in 

supporting the learning and memorial abilities in aged mice. Moreover, the location of stem cells in 

the brain could impact the role of miR-181a-5p since the hippocampus is known to be spared by 

infiltrating glioma cells (Mughal et al., 2018). When studying miRNAs, their localization, expression 

by different cell types, and diverse target genes are important to consider, showing the need to 

investigate the complex network of miRNAs in sufficient detail.  

As a multidomain enzyme on the one hand, ADAM8 has a proteolytic function shaping the 

microenvironment via shedding of membrane-bound chemokines and cytokines like TNFα and 

CXCL1 or contributing to cell motility and invasion through ECM degradation, cleaving, for instance, 

collagen I, fibronectin, and cell adhesion molecules like VE-cadherin (Conrad et al., 2019). On the 

other hand, ADAM8 can bind to Integrin β1 with its disintegrin domain inducing FAK, ERK1/2, and 

AKT/PI3 kinase signaling (Schlomann et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2015; Conrad et al., 2018; Cook et al., 

2022). Here, the cytoplasmatic tail (CD) is crucial, containing SH3-binding motifs and potential 

phosphorylation sites (Ser758 and Tyr766) (Kleino et al., 2015). More recently, ADAM8 was also found 

to activate heparin-binding-EGF/EGFR signaling to induce CCL2 expression and TAM recruitment in 

vitro and in vivo in GBM (Liu et al., 2022b). Given its strong regulatory influence on different 

signaling pathways, thereby potentially regulating the transcription of miRNA as one mechanism of 

regulation (Ha and Kim, 2014), we aimed to explore the ADAM8-regulated signaling pathway 

influencing miR-181a-5p expression. Interestingly, using the broad-spectrum MMP inhibitor 

batimastat (BB-94) (Brown, 1995), no significant changes in miR-181a-5p expression were verified, 

but with the usage of BK-1361 mimicking the structure of the Integrin β1 binding loop and 

specifically inhibiting the ADAM8 dimerization and autocatalytic activation (Schlomann et al., 

2015), significantly higher miR-181a-5p levels were detected in ADAM8 expressing U87_CTRL cells 

suggesting the specifical regulation of miR-181a-5p via active, homophilic multimerized ADAM8. In 

more detail, we showed that rescuing full-length ADAM8 in U87_KO cells significantly inhibited 

miR-181a-5p expression, whereas transient transfection of ADAM8 missing the CD domain failed to 

suppress miR-181a-5p, indicating that ADAM8 influences the miR-181a-5p profile through its 

participation on signaling cascades. Although we did not see significant changes in the ratios of 

pEGFR to EGFR, pERK1/2 to ERK1/2, and pSTAT3 to STAT3 after transient transfection of full-length 

ADAM8 or ADAM8 lacking the CD domain, treatment of ADAM8-expressing U87 and patient-

derived GBM42 cells with the STAT3 inhibitor WP1066 (Iwamaru et al., 2007) or MEK1/2 inhibitor 

U0126 (Favata et al., 1998), which inhibits MEK1/2 upstream of ERK1/2, resulted in a dose-
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dependent upregulation of miR-181a-5p. Thus, we described an unknown mechanism that explains 

the downregulation of miR-181a-5p in GBM (HUANG et al., 2016; Valiulyte et al., 2022). 

Summarized in Figure 6 of the manuscript, on the one hand, we have described ADAM8-dependent 

STAT3 signaling, shown before by Li et al. (2021), to possibly regulate miR-181a-5p, which is known 

to bind to the 3’ UTR region of SPP1 encoding osteopontin (Marisetty et al., 2020), indicating an 

ADAM8/STAT3/miR-181a-5p/osteopontin axis. On the other hand, we suggest that ADAM8 induces 

the ERK1/2 signaling pathway by inhibiting miR-181a-5p via CREB-1, which has been shown to bind 

to miR-181a-5p and repress its transcription in fibrous dysplasia (Fu et al., 2021), indicating an 

ADAM8/ERK1/2/miR-181a-5p axis. Still, there are some mechanistic gaps to be filled. Even though 

the direct binding of CREB-1 to miR-181a-5p via chromatin immunoprecipitation has been 

demonstrated in fibrous dysplasia (Fu et al., 2021), it remains to be shown that STAT3 inhibits miR-

181a-5p through direct binding. Contrary to our findings in breast cancer, it was shown that STAT3 

directly binds to the promotor of miR-181a-5p, driving its transcription. Here, miR-181a-5p is an 

oncogene downregulating BAX, decreasing apoptosis and increasing invasion (Niu et al., 2016). 

Nevertheless, miR-181a-5p appears to play a dual role in breast cancer, both pro- and anti-

tumorigenic, which may be attributed to the complex network of diverse target genes and 

feedback or feedforward loops (Yang et al., 2017). Moreover, with the full-length rescue of ADAM8 

in U87_KO cells, it was expected to see higher pSTAT3 and pERK1/2 levels, which can be assumed 

from the representative western blot. Still, the quantification of three independent experiments 

revealed no significant differences. It is conceivable that miR-181a-5p is not only regulated by 

ADAM8-induced signaling, and its transcription factors remain to be fully defined. Although miRNAs 

were intensively studied during the last decades, the focus mostly laid on their quantification and 

the investigation of target genes regarding their potential role as prognostic and diagnostic 

markers, therapeutic targets, or potential drugs. In contrast, little is known about the regulation of 

miRNAs themselves. Applying the previous knowledge, miR-181a-5p could also be regulated by 

promotor methylation, post-transcriptionally by changes in the activities of Drosha and Dicer, 

hormones, cytokines, or exogenous xenobiotics (Gulyaeva and Kushlinskiy, 2016). 

However, we further functionally analyzed the impacts on miR-181a-5p mimic transfection in 

ADAM8 expressing U87 cells and detected a decrease in cellular proliferation rates, slightly 

readjusting the reduced cellular proliferation observed in U87_KO2. This indicates that the reduced 

proliferative behavior of U87_KO cells is partially due to the upregulation of miR-181a-5p. The 

inhibition of proliferation by miR-181a-5p is not only known for GBM (Wen et al., 2020b) but also 

for prostate-cancer-inducing G1 cell cycle arrest in vitro (Shen H, Weng XD, Liu XH, et al, 2018) and 

in retinoblastoma cells targeting neuroblastoma RAS (NRAS) and reducing proliferation while 

enhancing apoptosis (Ouyang et al., 2022). The induction of apoptosis by miR-181a-5p could also 

be reflected in our CTG assay defining cellular proliferation rates since the assay is based on 
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measuring active metabolic cells secreting ATP. Accordingly, Hu and colleagues found that miR-

181a-5p was downregulated when they exposed U87 cells to radiation. Here, miR-181a-5p was 

reported to target Bcl-2, indicating the induction of apoptosis possibly contributing to 

radiosensitivity (Hu, 2010). In our study, we focused on MMP9 as a potential miR-181a-5p target, 

given its significant role as a promotor of invasion, metastasis, angiogenesis, proliferation and 

possible biomarker in GBM (Xue et al., 2017; Huang, 2018), aiming to explain the highly significant 

correlation of ADAM8 and MMP9 in GBM tissue samples, as shown by us, and brain metastasis 

derived from breast cancer (Conrad et al., 2018; Gjorgjevski et al., 2019) in one possible way. 

Conrad and colleagues previously found that ADAM8 regulates MMP9 expression via ERK1/2 

signaling. Measurements of induced pERK1/2 and pCREB levels were significantly higher in MB-231 

triple negative breast cancer cells expressing full-length ADAM8 than in cells lacking the CD 

domain. As a consequence, transmigration was reduced in cells without the CD domain in vitro. 

Interestingly, miR-181a-5p is known to target MEK1 (He et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017b), ERK2 (He 

et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017b; Huang et al., 2016) and CREB-1 (Liu et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2021) 

and we confirmed significantly lower pERK1/2, pCREB-1 and MMP9 levels after miR-181a-5p mimic 

transfection. At this point, we could not show lower total protein ERK1/2 and CREB-1 levels as 

expected because of miR-181a-5p binding and RISC-induced RNA degradation or translational 

inhibition. Aiming to explain this, a target scan analysis revealed that miR-181a-5p directly binds to 

cAMP-responsive element binding protein-like 2 (CREBL2), which interacts with CREB (Ma et al., 

2011), underlining the very complex and diverse possibility of miR-181a-5p to influence cancer-

related pathways. Wang and colleagues also observed lower pAKT and pERK levels after miR-181d 

transfection with a western blot approach in glioma cells (Wang et al., 2012), indicating a currently 

unknown mechanism of kinase regulation by miRNAs. In the example of miR-181a-5p targeting 

PTEN, thereby enabling the phosphorylation of AKT by PI3K (Sun et al., 2023), elevated pAKT levels 

but not total AKT levels can be explained, so the reduced levels of pERK1/2 and pCREB induced by 

miR-181a-5p could also be explained by an indirect mechanism induced by miR-181a-5p in a 

network. Nevertheless, we showed that active ERK1/2 signaling promotes MMP9 expression and is 

inhibited by miR-181a-5p. In summary, we explained a novel mechanism of ADAM8 signaling driven 

through miRNA regulation with emerging influences on tumor-promoting pathways, on the 

example of miR-181a-5p in GBM cells. As depicted in Figure 6 in the mansucript, we propose an 

ADAM8/ERK1/2/CREB-1/miR-181a-5p axis with a negative feedback loop on the known 

ADAM8/ERK1/2/CREB-1/MMP9 (Conrad et al., 2018)  axis, thereby inhibiting MMP9 expression and 

contributing to the ADAM8 dependent regulation of MMP9. Interestingly, the suggested 

ADAM8/STAT3/miR-181a-5p/osteopontin axis could harbor a negative or positive feedback loop. 

He and colleagues confirmed the binding of miR-181a-5p on the 3’UTR of STAT3 via dual luciferase 

reporter assay in cutaneous melanoma (He et al., 2020), implicating that miR-181a-5p inhibits 
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STAT3 signaling and thus its inhibition. On the contrary, Assmann and colleagues measured induced 

pSTAT3 and pERK1/2 levels with miR-181a-5p overexpression targeting suppressor of cytokine 

signaling 3 (SOCS3) and dual specificity phosphatase 6 (DUSP6) in T large granular lymphocyte 

leukemia (Assmann et al., 2022). Here, it has to be reconsidered that the suppression of diverse 

mRNA targets by miRNAs is not necessarily ubiquitous between cell types and is dependent on 

several factors like the robustness of the RISC complex, the possibility of alternative splicing and 

polyadenylation affecting the mRNA secondary structures (O'Brien et al., 2018). Expanding the 

possibility that ADAM8 mediates signaling involving miR-181a-5p from intra- to extracellular, we 

wonder if the packaging of miR-181a-5p into EVs depends on the cellular ADAM8 expression. 

Previous publications from our group indicated that ADAM8 itself occurs as an active protease in 

EVs derived from pancreatic adenocarcinoma cells (Cook et al., 2022) and is detectable in serum 

samples from patients suffering from pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (Verel-Yilmaz et al., 2021). 

Moreover, LCN2 and MMP-9 (Cook et al., 2022), miR-720 and miR-451 (Verel-Yilmaz et al., 2021) 

were considered ADAM8-dependent EV cargos, suggesting that ADAM8 shapes the TME. As 

expected, EVs derived from ADAM8-expressing cells carried lower amounts of miR-181a-5p. The 

transfection of miR-181a-5p mimic or inhibitor in U87 cells significantly affected the amounts of 

miR-181a-5p in EVs, suggesting that the amount of miR-181a-5p in EVs is associated with the 

amount in the original cell. The regulated process on the miR-181a-5p release by EVs remains to be 

clarified. Several mechanisms of miRNA cargo sorting are described and controlled by miRNAs and 

target sequences (O'Brien et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2021). Nevertheless, we showed that the miR-

181a-5p amount in EVs depends on the cellular ADAM8 expression, enabling ADAM8 to partially 

shape the TME by controlling both the cellular and the EV miR-181a-5p expression, suggesting that 

with more availability of cellular miR-181a-5p, more miR-181a-5p gets packed into vesicles. Indeed, 

cytosolic miRNA's high occurrence is connected to an enriched occurrence in EVs (Munir et al., 

2020). With the miR-181a-5p repression by ADAM8 in cells and EVs, we hypothesized that ADAM8 

protects surrounding cells from MMP9 inhibition by miR-181a-5p reduction. Indeed, we confirmed 

EV uptake by U87 cells and the MMP9 repression in cells treated with EVs carrying high miR-181a-

5p amounts. Although there is a need to investigate this observation in different cell entities of the 

TME, one could hypothesize that especially TAMs, which are known to highly express ADAM8 

(Gjorgjevski et al., 2019; Jaworek et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022b), secrete EVs with less miR-181a-5p 

amounts, thereby promoting MMP9 expression and MMP9-induced invasion, migration, 

metastasis, and proliferation (Xue et al., 2017; Huang, 2018). EVs are acknowledged mediators of 

cell-to-cell communication, also in the TME of the brain, adapting to the hypoxic microenvironment 

and creating an immune-suppressive microenvironment (Simon et al., 2020). Supporting our 

hypothesis and insights that ADAM8 inhibits miR-181a-5p EV secretion, thereby preventing MMP9 

downregulation in surrounding cells, several reports declare EVs to participate in ECM 
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reorganization, enhancing the secretion and activation of MMPs and subsequently cellular 

migration and invasion (Baulch et al., 2016; Oushy et al., 2018; Rackov et al., 2018). In one 

particular study, GBM-EVs decreased p53 levels in astrocytes, which led to the increase of 

fibronectin 1, a ligand for the upregulated receptor integrin α5 and β1 dimer associated with 

MMPs, invasion and poor prognosis (Kesanakurti et al., 2013; Mallawaaratchy et al., 2017; Simon et 

al., 2020). In pancreatic cancer, Puolakkainen and colleagues described that macrophages enhance 

the expression of ADAM8 and MMP9 leading to evaluated invasion rates in a co-culture approach 

in vitro (Puolakkainen et al., 2014), describing the correlation of ADAM8 and MMP9 crossing the 

single cell and partially describing the network of the TME. Moreover, Cook and colleagues 

described the influence of ADAM8-expressing cells in the TME, regulating the release of LCN2, 

stabilizing MMP9 in a heterodimer complex (Yan et al., 2001), suggesting to support extracellular 

matrix degradation and invasion. Interestingly, the co-culture of pancreatic cancer cells with 

ADAM8-expressing macrophages even overcame ADAM8-dependent intracellular signaling in 

pancreatic cancer cells since LCN2 and MMP9 expression patterns in ADAM8 KO pancreatic tumor 

cells were induced (Cook et al., 2022). This strongly argues for ADAM8 mediating the TME through 

the release of EVs, which are known to carry high amounts of miRNAs (O'Brien et al., 2018). The 

regulated release of miRNAs via EVs expands the influence of ADAM8 enormously. Focusing on 

miR-181a-5p released by EVs, Sue and colleagues investigated miR-181a-5p in EVs secreted by 

mesenchymal stromal cells, suppressing PTEN and activating STAT5 and the inhibitory regulators 

SOCS1 in macrophages, which demonstrates the ability of miR-181a-5p impairing crucial 

inflammatory pathways cross-cellular. Interestingly, ones overexpressed in mesenchymal stromal 

cells, EVs carried more miR-181a-5p and therapeutically affected acute respiratory distress 

syndrome in vivo, highly underlining the possible therapeutical function of miR-181a-5p (Su et al., 

2022).  

We clinically transferred the suggested ADAM8/miR-181a-5p/MMP9 axis and tested GBM tissue 

samples for miR-181a-5p, ADAM8 and MMP9 expression. As a result, ADAM8 and MMP9 

expression levels significantly correlated, fitting to previous observations of our group testing 

another patient cohort (Gjorgjevski et al., 2019) and in line with “TCGA X GTEx” dataset analysis 

(unpublished data). Contrary, no negative correlation between ADAM8 and miR-181a-5p or MMP9 

and miR-181a-5p could be determined, suggesting that there are more influences regulating the 

miR-181a-5p expression than the exclusive inhibition through ADAM8 and more, and potentially 

stronger, influences on MMP9 regulation than the indirect influence of miR-181a-5p targeting 

MEK1/2, ERK1/2, and CREB-1 in the heterogeneity of GBM tissue. Several factors are described to 

regulate MMP9, for instance, inflammatory cytokines and growth factors like interleukin 1 and 

tumor necrosis factor α or repressors like kisspeptin, which interferes with the translocation of 

MMP9 and binds to nuclear factor ‘kappa-light-chain-enhancer’ of activated B cells (NF-
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κB) subunits to the promotor of MMP9 (Labrie and St-Pierre, 2013). Hence, the repeated highly 

significant observation of the ADAM8 and MMP9 correlation, despite the heterogeneity of GBM 

and various other influences, argues for a strong connection and reciprocal influence that 

promotes tumor progression. Narrowing the heterogeneity of GBM tissue by analyzing the 

expression patterns in tissue samples derived from an MR-spectroscopy-guided surgery, a clear 

distinction of non-tumorous access tissue, with high miR-181a-5p and low ADAM8 and MMP9 

levels, to the tumor core, comprising the opposite expression pattern, appeared. Therapeutically, 

targeting the ‘dispensable’ ADAM8 is considered to be very attractive since it shows low 

physiological expression levels suggesting low side effects (Conrad et al., 2019). BK-1361, as a 

specific ADAM8 inhibitor, turned out to be a promising therapeutical approach in pancreatic 

cancer, inhibiting ERK1/2 signaling and MMP activity (Schlomann et al., 2015). In line, treatment of 

U87 cells with BK-1361 resulted in higher miR-181a-5p levels suggesting the promotion of the 

ERK1/2 pathway inhibition additionally. In GBM, the ERK1/2 pathway strongly drives uncontrolled 

cell growth (Guo et al., 2020) due to the constitutively active EGFRIII (Padfield et al., 2015). Hence, 

inhibiting this pathway is crucial and could be targeted indirectly via BK-1361 usage. BK1-361 

proved to be a promising novel therapeutical approach not only in pancreatic cancer (Schlomann et 

al., 2015) but also in asthma (Chen et al., 2016) and, with our data and the study of Dong and 

colleagues, showing that ADAM8 can cause TMZ-resistance in GBM cells with elevated pERK1/2 

and pAKT levels (Dong et al., 2015), we justify considering more experimental approaches to target 

ADAM8 in GBM. Moreover, the induced overexpression of miR-181a-5p could also serve as a 

therapeutical option. As tumor suppressor miRNA, miR-181a-5p is downregulated in GBM 

(Valiulyte et al., 2022), so the therapeutically induced re-expression could restore its tumor 

suppressive function, and the miRNA could be degraded if overexpressed in other tissue 

compartments, potentially avoiding side-effects. As therapeutically thought nanoparticles (O'Neill 

and Dwyer, 2020), EVs are considered to carry miRNA as a therapeutical approach, either isolated 

especially from mesenchymal stem cells overexpressing the miRNA or loaded with miRNAs by 

physical or chemical techniques, potentially being able to cross the BBB (Munir et al., 2020). First 

clinical trials demonstrated the ability of EVs to support the immune system in response to cancer. 

Even before EVs were thought to serve as drug carrier, their impact as biomarkers was discussed 

(Couch et al., 2021). Our pilot study provides evidence that miR-181a-5p derived from serum-EVs 

could be a potential biomarker to detect an early rGBM because of changes in expression patterns 

before and after the first and second surgery. Nevertheless, screening a larger patient cohort would 

be necessary to verify this data. Next to elevated ADAM8 and low miR-181a-5p levels in GBM, high 

MMP9 levels are associated with high glioma grade, poor survival, and poor response to TMZ 

treatment (Li et al., 2016). Thus, combinatorial screening of ADAM8, MMP9, and miR-181a-5p 
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expression patterns in paired tissue and blood samples of iGBM and rGBM could serve as a 

prognostic marker. 

5.3 Identification of Dysregulated microRNAs in Glioblastoma Stem-like Cells 

GSCs are partially responsible for the development of GBM recurrence, inducing radio-

/chemoresistance (Garnier et al., 2019), invasion, angiogenesis (Boyd et al., 2021), and contributing 

to heterogeneity through their multi-lineage differentiation (Lathia et al., 2015). Although it is 

known that miRNAs are commonly dysregulated and mostly downregulated in GBM (Møller et al., 

2013) and several studies aim to further classify the heterogenic GBM through its miRNA 

expression pattern aiming to enable a personalized therapy (Shea et al., 2016), little is known about 

the change of miRNA expression during differentiation of GSCs into astrocytic tumor cells. We 

differentiated three patient-derived GSC cell lines with subsequent characterization according to 

morphological and specific expression pattern changes. The downregulation of the well-established 

cancer stem-like marker CD133 (Singh et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006; Barzegar Behrooz et al., 2019) 

and the upregulation of the intermediate filament highly expressed in active astrocytes GFAP 

(BIGNAMI and DAHL, 1976) distinguished GSCs from differentiated astrocytic tumor cells, indicating 

the successful experimental performance, initially shown by Hannen et al., 2019. Since the 

discovery that CD133-  cells also has the ability to initiate GBM tumor formation and CD133+ 

descendants in vivo (Wang et al., 2008), it became clear that more markers needed to be involved, 

but the effectiveness of those markers is still controversial (Yi et al., 2016). We also tested SOX2, 

Nestin, and CD44 mRNA expression patterns with less consistent trends, possibly due to the high 

patient diversity and heterogeneity of GBM or the further need for GBM subset classification. 

Especially the unexpected and strong upregulation of CD44 with GSC differentiation into astrocytes 

raised questions. In line with our controversy than expected observation, Wang and colleagues 

induced a knockdown of initially CD44+ GSCs through intrinsic and extrinsic methods and observed 

an upregulation of GSC features like lower GFAP and higher CD133, Nestin and octamer-binding 

transcription factor 4 (Oct4) expression, reduced cellular proliferation and increased sphere 

formation (Wang et al., 2017a), questioning the suitability to mark GSCs. In comparison, it was 

shown that both CD44low/CD133high and CD44high/CD133low form GSC typical spheres and have high 

tumorigenicity (Lottaz et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2013). Regarding molecular-based GBM classification, 

CD44 is assigned to the mesenchymal subtype featuring especially high angiogenesis and invasion, 

the activation of PI3K/AKT signaling and poor prognosis. In contrast, the signature of SOX2 belongs 

to the proneural subtype, which is more common in young patients and less aggressive (Zhang et 

al., 2020). Thus, the three tested patient-derived cell lines could be classified especially to the 

mesenchymal phenotype additionally induced with astrocytic differentiation, fitting to the known 

patient age at diagnosis. The donor specificity became apparent in cell line 2016/240, which 

showed less but still significant distinction using CD133 and GFAP. Moreover, there were less 
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consistent results in further performed verifications of miRNA expression patterns. Although 

caution is required in drawing conclusions based on the low number of patients analyzed, it is 

interesting to note that cell line 2016/240 was also derived from the only female and the youngest 

patient with the longest survival, as sex differences affecting hormones, metabolic pathways, and 

the immune system lead to different outcomes and incidences (Carrano et al., 2021). 

Applying a pathway-focused miRNA PCR array testing eighty-four miRNAs with additional controls 

revealed thirty-one dysregulated miRNAs comparing pooled GCSs and their matched pooled 

differentiated astrocytic cell types. Focusing on ten highly dysregulated miRNAs based on a 

literature search regarding their potential role in GBM, four lethal (let) -7 miRNA family members 

were highly upregulated in astrocytic cells. Remarkably, even six out of nine initially found 

upregulated miRNAs in differentiated cells in the set of thirty-one dysregulated miRNAs were let-7 

family members. In GBM, the let-7 miRNA family can be classified as tumor-suppressive (Wang et 

al., 2013; Song et al., 2016), and there are some studies regarding their role in GSC differentiation. 

Induced overexpression of let-7b reduced tumor sphere formation and inhibited proliferation, 

migration, and invasion of glioma cells (Song et al., 2016). Directly targeting Kirsten rat sarcoma 

virus (K-RAS), let-7a-5p induces apoptosis, cell cycle arrest, and migration inhibition (Wang et al., 

2013). Thus, directly targeting K-RAS, let-7a-5p suppresses major signaling pathways like the 

PI3K/AKT and MAPK signaling, mediating proliferation, survival and self-renewal of GSCs (Bayin et 

al., 2014). Moreover, neural stem stell marker Musahi-2  (Kaneko et al., 2000) represents a possible 

target predicted by “miRPathDB v.2.0”, suggesting an additional factor suppressing the GSC 

phenotype. Despite the heterogeneity of GBM, we confirmed the association of let-7 family 

members with GSC differentiation by detecting six upregulated members through a screening 

method using three patient-derived GSC cell lines. Therefore, we justify further experiments to 

induce the expression of let-7 miRNAs, thereby promoting GSC differentiation and potentially 

making the tumor more vulnerable to radio- and chemotherapy. Interestingly, Liu and colleagues 

recently discovered zinc finger protein 117 (ZNF117) as a genetic regulator of GSC differentiation 

towards an oligodendroglial lineage. ZNF117 regulates the critical Notch signaling (Bayin et al., 

2014) interacting with jagged-2 (JAG2). The authors discussed ZNF117 as a challenging drug target 

regarding traditional therapy since it functions as a transcription factor (Liu et al., 2022a). Thus, 

targeting ZNF117 mRNA by an induced overexpression of a tumor-suppressor miRNA could 

contribute to an oligodendroglial differentiation and, interestingly, let-7c-3p is predicted to target 

ZNF117 via “miRPathDB v.2.0” (unpublished data). Next to the let-7 family, miR-223-3p was highly 

enriched in differentiated cells. Directly targeting ATM, miR-223-3p sensitizes to radio- and 

chemotherapy overcoming ATM-induced DNA repair mechanism sensitizing in GBM (Liang et al., 

2014). Yet, its potential role in controlling stem cell fate is not described, but there are some 

implications for the involvement of miR-223-3p. In cervical cancer, leukemia, hepatoma, oral 
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carcinoma, and lung cancer cells, miR-223-3p is described to suppress cell proliferation by targeting 

insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF-1R). Consequently, the downstream PI3K/AKT signaling or 

MAPK pathway was suppressed via miR-223-3p overexpression (Gao et al., 2017), similar to the 

impacts of let-7 targeting K-RAS described above. Since those signaling pathways are critically 

involved in the maintenance of the stem cell phenotype (Bayin et al., 2014), it remains to be 

investigated if miR-223-3p targets IGF-1R in GSCs. Thus, the low expression of tumor suppressor 

miR-223-3p in GCSs justifies further detailed analysis regarding co-transfection with let-7 family 

members, potentially inducing stem cell differentiation overcoming radio- and chemoresistance 

and inhibiting distant tumor formation resulting in a recurrence.  

As for the most significant upregulated miRNAs in GSCs, miR-425-5p, miR-17-5p, miR-30c-5p, miR-

424-5p, and miR-195-5p are all involved or potentially involved, according to “miRPathDB v.2.0” 

prediction analysis, in the maintenance of the GSC phenotype (Zhou et al., 2020; Li and Yang, 2012; 

Kehl et al., 2020). Whereas for miR-30c-5p, miR-424-5p, and miR-195-5p tumor-suppressive roles 

are also described in GBM (Liu et al., 2019; Gheidari et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2019), miR-425-5p 

and miR-17-5p can be classified as onco-miRNAs targeting PTEN (Li and Yang, 2012; Zhou et al., 

2020). PTEN is commonly mutated or deleted in GBM, constituting active PI3K/AKT signaling with 

subsequent uncontrolled tumor growth as a hallmark of GBM. PTEN loss or mutation was discussed 

but not proven as a prognostic marker in GBM (Montano, 2016). Given the significant role of 

PI3K/AKT signaling in the maintenance of GSCs (Bayin et al., 2014), the inactivation of PTEN 

partially through miRNAs like miR-17-5p and miR-425-5p could classify GSCs additionally to the loss 

of GFAP (BIGNAMI and DAHL, 1976), which could be additionally targeted by both miRNAs as 

predicted by “miRPathDB v.2.0”. Since miR-425-5p was the most consistent upregulated miRNA in 

GSCs, we transfected patient-derived GBM cells featuring the ability to readopt to GSCs with a miR-

425-5p mimic and detected significantly reduced PTEN and GFAP levels in GBM100 but were not 

able to verify these changes on a protein level in GBM42 cells. This could be explained by the high 

heterogeneity in GBM, making a statement difficult even if the results were consistent in two 

patient-derived cell lines. On the other hand, the need to perform a luciferase reporter assay, like 

conducted for PTEN (Zhou et al., 2020), to verify the binding ability of miR-425-5p to the 3’ UTR of 

GFAP becomes apparent. Since GFAP expression is induced by Janus kinase 2 (JAK2)/STAT3 

signaling and leads to differentiation (Bonni et al., 1997), the potential downregulation of GFAP by 

an induced overexpression of miR-425-5p in astrocytic tumor cells could partially lead to re-

differentiation and GSC formation. Conversely, the transfection of single-stranded, antisense RNA-

oligonucleotides complementary to onco-miRNAs (Shea et al., 2016), like miR-425-5p and miR-17-

5p, could prevent PTEN and GFAP downregulation and induce the differentiation to more 

attackable astrocytic tumor cells. Interestingly, clinical phase I and II trials were conducted 

targeting miR-122 for the first time with promising outcomes for hepatitis c virus patients (Janssen 
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et al., 2013), which requires miR-122 for replication. Although no side effects were reported, the 

widespread effects of miRNAs must be considered. For example, miR-122 functions as a tumor 

suppressor in GBM and decreased expression is associated with poor survival rates (Wang et al., 

2014; Shea et al., 2016).  

KEGG enrichment analysis and the illustration of the miRNA-target relationship as a chord plot 

showed the suggested network of all ten miRNAs and their target genes involved in pathways 

crucial for the GSC phenotype, like the PI3K/AKT pathway and a collection of signaling pathways 

mediating stem cell pluripotency. Since 2,588 mature human miRNA sequences are counted on the 

database ‘miRbase,’ each miRNA predicted to target hundreds to thousands of mRNAs (Shea et al., 

2016), we surely state to reveal only a small part of a very heterogenous, complex, and constantly 

evolving network. Comparably to our study, Tomei and colleagues performed an array-based 

profiling and RT-qPCR comparing three GSCs and their autologous differentiated cells, revealing 

fourteen significantly dysregulated miRNAs. Especially miR-21 and miR-95 were associated with 

overall patient survival (Tomei et al., 2021). In another study, Sana and colleagues analyzed ten 

paired GSCs and differentiated tumor cells via global expression analysis in vitro and in vivo, 

defining a dysregulated miRNA signature (Sana et al., 2018). Together with these studies, we 

provide evidence for a new miRNA-based GBM classification, potentially finding prognostic 

markers, defining new therapeutic targets associated with GSC, and overcoming associated radio- 

and chemoresistance. 
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